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PREFACE 
The present dissertation entitled "Stochastic Non Linear Programming" is 
submitted to the Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India, in partial fulfillment of 
the requirement for the award of degree of Master of Philosophy in Statistics. It 
consists of five chapters with comprehensive list of references, arranged in 
alphabetical order is also provided at the end of the dissertation. Each chapter is 
constructed so that the introductory and background material are presented first. 
The development of various methods for the problem of mathematical 
programming in diverse field has been of primary concern of the operations analysts 
for last many decades. Mathematical Programming is concerned with optimization 
problem of obtaining the best possible result under the circumstances. The result is 
measured in terms of an objective which is minimized or maximized. The 
circumstances are defined by a set of equality and / or inequality constraints. 
Chapter 1, presents a short introductory discussion on mathematical 
programming and its various classifications both deterministic and stochastic 
progranmiing. Further the formulation approach and brief introduction to solution 
methods are some of the subjects that have been covered in this chapter. 
In chapter 2, we obtain upper and lower bounds for the solution of the two-
stage stochastic non-linear programming problem, which is the extension of 
Madansky's results obtained for two stage problem for the completely linear case. In 
this work Mangasarian & Rosen extended these Madansky's results under 
appropriate convexity, concavity, and continuity conditions to the two-stage non-
linear problem. 
In chapter 3, EOQ models are developed in random and fuzzy- random 
environments, considering demand to be dependent on unit cost which is a decision 
variable. Here, for both models, unit purchasing cost, inventory cost and investment 
linMt are random. The random variables have been assumed to be independent and 
normally distributed. Thus, assuming random variables to be independent and to 
follow normal distribution, the models have been formulated as stochastic non-linear 
and fuzzy-probabiUstic progranuning problems. The fiizzy-probabiUstic 
progranmiing problem is first reduced to a corresponding equivalent fuzzy non-
linear progranmiing problem. Both the problems are solved by fuzzy non-linear 
programming technique. The models are illustrated numerically and the results of 
different models are compared. 
The chapter 4, presents an algorithm for solving non-linear dynamic 
stochastic models that computes value function by simulations. As we know that the 
study of dynamic economies often requires finding solutions to stochastic infinite-
horizon optimization problems with continuous state and action spaces. The exiting 
computational methods, typically either solve a value function satisfying the 
Bellman equation or compute decision rules satisfying first order conditions (Euler 
equation). In this chapter, we discuss a simple algorithm developed by Lilia Maliar 
and Serguei Maliar which combines both approaches and can be a useful alternative 
for the existing methods in some applications. 
In chapter 5, we propose a stochastic programming model which considers 
the distribution of an objective function and probabilistic constraints. Applying it to 
transportation type problem, we derive a non-linear progranmiing problem 
constirained by linear inequahties and show that it can be solved by iteration of linear 
programming. 
CHAPTER-1 I 
INTRODUCTION 
I.l An Overview 
Since the beginning of the history of mankind, man has been confronted 
with, and intrigued by the problem of deciding a course of action that would be 
the best for him under given circumstances. This process of making optional 
judgement according to various criteria is known as the science of decision-
making. Unfortunately, there was no scientific method for such an important class 
of problems until very recently. It is only in 1930s that a systematic approach to 
the decision problem started developing, mainly due to the "New-Deal' in the 
United States and similar attempts in other parts of the world to curve the great 
economic depression prevailing throughout the world during this period. As a 
result during the 1940s, a new science began to emerge out. 
About the same time, during World War II, the military management in the 
United Kingdom called upon a group of scientists from different disciplines to use 
their scientific knowledge for providing assistance to several strategic and logical 
war problems. The encouraging results achieved by the British scientist soon 
motivated the military management of the U.S.A. to start on similar activities. The 
methodology applied by these scientists to achieve their objectives was named as 
Operations Research (O.R.) because they were dealing with "research on military 
operations". 
Operations Research is a branch of mathematical sciences which is 
concerned with the application of scientific methods and techniques to decision-
making problems and with establishing the best or optimal solutions. 
The systematic approach to decision making generally involves two 
closely interrelated stages. The first stage towards optimization is to express the 
desired benefits, required efforts and collecting the other relevant data, as a 
function of certain variables that may be called "decision variable. 
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The second stage continues the process with an analysis of the mathematical 
model and selection of an appropriate numerical technique for finding the optimal 
solution. 
1.2 Mathematical Programming Problem 
Mathematical Programming first arose in the field of economics where 
allocation problems had been a subject of long interest to economists. Von 
Neumann in the late 1930s and 1940s developed a linear model of an expanding 
economy. Leontief in 1951 showed a practical solution method for linear type 
problems, when demonstrated his input-output model of an economy. These 
economic solution procedures did not provide optimal solution, but only a 
satisfying solution, given the model's linear constraints. In 1941, Hitchcock 
formulated and solved the transportation type problem, which was also 
accomplished by Koopman since 1947. In 1942, Kantoravitch formulated but did 
not solve the transportation problem. In 1945, the economist G.J Stigler solved the 
formulated "minimum cost diet" problem. 
During World War U a group of researchers under the direction of 
Marshall K. Wood sought to solve allocation type problem for the United States 
Air Force. One of the member of this group, George B. Dantzig, formulated and 
devised a solution procedure in 1947 for Linear Progranmiing (L.P.) type 
problem. This solution procedure, called the Simplex method, marked the 
begiiming of the field of study called mathematical programming (M.P.). During 
the 1950s other researchers such as David Gale, H.W. Kuhn and A.W. Tucker 
contributed to the theory of duality in L.P. Others such as Chames and Cooper 
contributed numerous LP applications illustrating the use of M.P in managerial 
decision-making. 
A general Madiematical Programming Problem may be stated as 
following: 
Max(orMin) Z = / ( X ) (1.2.1) 
Subject to 
gi(X)(<,=,>)bi,V/ = l,2 ,m (1.2.2) 
and 
X > 0 (1.2.3) 
where Z = value of the objective function which measures the effectiveness of the 
decision choice. 
th 
gj (X) = set of the i constraints. 
X = unknown variables that are subject to the control of the decision 
maker. 
bi = available productive resources in limited supply. 
The objective function is a mathematical equation describing a functional 
relationship between various decision variables and the outcome of the decisions. 
The outcome of managerial decision-making is the index of performance, and is 
generally measured by profits, sales, costs, or time. Thus, the value of the 
objective function in mathematical programming is expressed in monetary, 
physical, or some other terms, depending on the nature of the problem situation 
and of the decision to be made. The objective function may be either a linear or 
nonlinear function of variables. The objective of the decision maker is to select the 
values of the variables so as to optimize the value of the objective function Z 
frequently; the decision maker is confronted with making a sequence of 
interrelated decisions over time to optimize overall outcomes. This type of 
decision-making process is dynamic, rather than static. 
13 Linear Programming Problem 
Linear Programming (LP) is a mathematical technique most closely 
associated with operations research and management science. Linear 
programming is concerned with problems, in which a linear objective function in 
terms of decision variables is to be optimized (i.e., either minimized or 
maximized) while a set of linear equations, inequalities and sign restrictions are 
imposed on the decision variables as requirements (A linear equation / inequality 
is the one, which does not have a multi-degree polynomial within it). A linear 
programming problem is often referred to as an allocation problem because it 
deals with allocation of resources to alternative uses. 
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A general Linear Programming Problem can be described as follows: 
n 
MaxiprMin) Z = X CjXj (1.3.1) 
Subject to 
and 
ZaijXj{<or=or>)bi ,Vi = l,2, ,m (1.3.2) 
7=1 
; c ^ > 0 V i = l,2 n (1.3.3) 
Linear programs have turned out to be appropriate models for solving 
practical problem in many fields. G.B. Dantzig first conceived the linear 
programming problem in 1947. Koopman and Dantzig coined the name 'Linear 
progranuning' in 1948, and proposed an effective 'simplex method' for solving 
linear programming problems in 1949. Dantzig simplex method solves a linear 
program by examining the extreme points of a convex feasible region. 
Linear programming is often referred to as a uni-objective constrained 
optimization technique. Uni-objective refers to the fact that linear programming 
problems seek to either maximize an objective such as profit or minimize the cost. 
The maximization of profit or minimization of cost is always constrained by the 
real world limitations of finite resources. LP allows decision makers an 
opportunity to combine the constraining limitations of the decision environment 
with the interaction of the variables they are seeking to optimize. 
Development of new techniques for solving LPP is still going on. Decades 
of work on Dantzig's simplex method had failed to yield a polynomial-time 
variant. The first polynomial-time LP problem called Ellipsoid algorithm, 
developed by Khachiyan (1979), opened up the possibility that non-combinatorial 
methods might beat combinatorial one for linear programming. Karmarker (1984) 
developed a new polynomial time algorithm, which often outperform simplex 
method by a factor of 50 on real world problems. 
Some recent polynomial-time algorithms developed by Reneger (1988), 
Gonzaga (1989), Monteiro and Adler (1989), Vaidya (1990), Reha and Tutun 
(2000) are faster than Karmarkar's algorithm. 
1.4 Non-Linear Progranuning Problem 
Non-linear progranuning emerges as an increasingly important tool in 
economic studies and in operations research. Non linear programming problems 
arise in various disciplines as engineering, business administration, physical 
sciences and in mathematics or in any other area where decision must be taken in 
some complex situation that can be represented by a mathematical model: 
Minimize f(x) (1-4.1) 
Subject to 
gi(x) > 0 , i = l,2„...,/n. 
x>0 
The function / (x) or g (x) or both may be non linear function in x. 
Interest in nonlinear progranmiing problems developed simultaneously 
with the growing interest in linear programming. In the absence of general 
algorithms for nonlinear progranmiing problems, it Ues near at hand to explore the 
possibilities of approximate solution by linearization. The nonUnear functions of a 
mathematical programming problem were replaced by piecewise linear functions, 
these approximations may be expressed in such a way that the whole problem is 
turned into linear programming. 
Kuhn & Tucker (1951) pubUshed an important paper "Nonlinear 
programming", dealing with necessary and sufficient conditions for optimal 
solutions to programming problems, which laid the foundations for a great deal of 
later work in nonlinear progranmiing. 
1.5 Quadratic Progranuning Problem 
A quadratic programming problem is a nonlinear programming problem 
with a quadratic objective function and linear constraints. 
A quadratic programming problem can be stated as: 
Minimize / ( X ) = C ^ X + - X ^ D X (1.5.1) 
Subject to 
AX<B (1.5.2) 
X >0 (1.5.3) 
1 T 
In equation (1.5.1) the term—X D X represents the quadratic part of the 
objective function with D being a symmetric positive definite matrix. 
1.6 Multi-Objective Programming Problem 
After the development of the simplex method by Dantzig for solving linear 
programming problems, various aspects of single objective mathematical 
programming have been studied quite extensively. It was however, realized that 
almost every real life problem involves more than one objective. Multi objective 
programming is a powerful mathematical procedure and applicable in decision 
making to a wide range of problems in the government organizations, non-
profitable organizations and private sector etc. 
A multiple objective linear programming model with p objectives 
functions can be stated as follows: 
Max or Mm {/i(X),/2(X), / „ (X)} 1 
r (1.6.1) 
Subject to X &S J 
where fi(X), V i=l,2, ,p is a linear function of decision variable X and 
S is the set of feasible solutions. 
The ideal solution for a multiple objective linear programming problem 
would be to find that feasible set of decision variables X, which would optimize 
the individual objective function of the problem simultaneously. However, with 
the conflicting objectives in the models, a feasible solution that optimizes one 
objective may not optimize any of the other remaining objective functions. This 
means that what is optimal in terms of one of the p objectives is generally not 
optimal for the other p-1 objectives i.e., multiple objective optimization has no 
way in which we may optimize all the objectives simultaneously. 
A number of methodologies have been developed to handle the problem of 
multiple objectives. Methods of multi-objective optimization can be classified in 
many ways according to criteria. In Cohn (1985), they are categorized into two 
relatively distinct subsets: generating methods and preference-based method. In 
generating methods, the set of Pareto optimal (or efficient) solutions is generated 
for the decision maker, who then chooses one of the alternatives. In preference-
based methods, the preferences of the decision maker are taken into consideration 
as the solution process goes on, and the solution that best satisfies the decision 
maker's preferences is selected. 
Infact there is no universally accepted definition of "optimum" in multiple 
objective optimizations as in single objective optimization, which makes it 
difficult to even compare results of one method to another. Normally the decision 
about what the "best" answer is corresponds to the so-called human decision 
maker Coello (1999). 
1.7 Dynamic Programming 
Dynamic programming is a mathematical technique concerned with the 
optimization of multi-stage decision processes. The technique was developed in 
the early 1950s by Richard Bellman, who also coined its name "Dynamic 
prograrrmiing". The name might suggest that dynamic programming refers to 
problems in which changes overtime were important. However, the technique can 
be applied to problems in which time is no way relevant. In this technique, the 
problem is divided into small sub problems (stages) which are then solved 
successively and thus forming a sequence of decisions which leads to an optimal 
solution of the problem. 
Unlike linear programming, there is no standard mathematical formulation 
of the dynamic programming problem. Rather, dynamic programming is a general 
approach to solving optimization problem. Each problem is viewed as a new one 
and one has to develop some insight to recognize when a problem can be solved 
by dynamic technique and how it could be done. This abiUty can possibly be best 
developed by an exposure to a wide variety of dynamic programming 
applications. 
There are some common features of all dynamic programming problems, 
which act as a guide to develop the dynamic programming model. 
1.8 Goal Programming Problem 
The Goal Programming (GP) is the most widely and suitable technique for 
solving the multi-objective linear problems. In searching for the origin of the goal 
programming analysis, some analysts start with G.B. Dantzig's (1947) iterative 
procedure used in the analysis. While this start may be appropriate, it does not 
focus clearly on the specific nature of what is known today as goal programming. 
The ideas of goal programming were originally conceived by Chames in (1955) 
for solving multi-objective linear programming problems. One of the most 
significant contributions that stimulated interest in the applications of GP was due 
to Chames and Cooper in 1961.They introduced the concept of goal programming 
in connection with unsolvable Unear programming problems (LPP). Additionally 
they pointed the issue of goal attainment and the value of goal programming in 
allowing for goals to be flexibility included in the model formulation. 
Another contribution during 1960s that had a significant impact on the 
formulation of the goal programming models and their application was contained 
in a text written by Ijiri in 1965.He explained the use of "preemptive priority 
factors" to treat multiple conflicting objectives in accordance with their 
importance in the objective function. Ijiri also suggested the" generalized inverse 
approach" and doing so, established goal progranuning as a distinct mathematical 
programming technique. Goal Programming is suitable for the situations where a 
satisfactory solution is sought rather than an optimal one that seeks the attainment 
of more than one goal. It attempts to achieve a satisfactory level in the attainment 
of multiple (often conflicting) objectives. 
Thus goal progranuning, like other multiple objective techniques is meant 
not for optimizing but for satisfying "as close as possible". Since there is no well-
accepted operations research technique to find the optimum solution for objective 
optimization problems, goal programming gives a better representation of the 
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actual problem. 
In general the Goal Programming model can be stated as follows: 
P 
Min Z = ZwiPi, df {fork = 1,2, K) (1.8.1) 
1=1 
Subject to 
£ Gij Xj +dr -df = bi {for i = 1,2 P) (1.8.2) 
Xj,dJ-,d+i >0(fori = l,2, P;j=l2, , « ) . (1.8.3) 
where the objective function minimizes Z which is the sum of weighted 
deviational variables. Pj^^ are the preemptive priority factors. The weight w is 
assessed for each i deviational variable and attached to each k priority 
factors. The objective function is minimized subject to P goal constraints where 
aij's are the coefficients for the decision variablesx/'.s. There are n decision 
variable in the model. The value Z?,- represents the right-hand-side for the goal 
constraint. 
1.9 Fuzzy Programming Problem 
The mathematical model for a multi-objective mathematical progranuning 
problem can be presented as follows: 
Max:fkix)=fk(xi,x2, ,x„),k=l,2, K (1.9.1) 
Subject to 
gi (Jci,JC2. x„) <bi , i = 1,2 m (1.9.2) 
Xj > 0 , 7 = 1,2, m. (1.9.3) 
It is assumed that the fimctions/jt (JC) , k = \,2, K and 
gi{x) , i = 1,2, ,m are of either the convex or the concave type (they may be 
linear or non-linear). The above problem can be described as a vector-maximirai 
problem. 
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We further assume that the problem is feasible and that there an optimal 
compromise exists. Fuzzy set theory for decision-making was first introduced by 
Bellman and Zadeh (1970). This technique has been applied to almost ^1 
mathematical programming problems, including linear progranmiing, non-linear 
programming, stochastic programming and djrnamic programming, and too many 
other real-life mathematical programming problems [Kibzun and Kan (1996); 
Mohan and Nguyen (1997); Romero (2004); Ballestero (2001)]. In this section, 
we present a brief fuzzy progranmiing method for solving the deterministic 
problem. 
Let x[^\xf\xf\..X^^ be the ideal solutions for the respective 
objective function. Using the above ideal solutions, we formulate a pay-off matrix. 
Then lower and upper bound of each of the objective functions is estimated firom 
the pay off matrix as 
Lk^fk<Uk ,*=1,2 K (1.9.4) 
th 
Next, we define a fuzzy membership function for the k objective function f^ • 
Hf, (^)= 
if h>Uk 
^-^ffz^ '/^ .<A< .^ (1-9.5) 
0 iffk^h 
The above membership function is used to formulate a crisp model: 
Min:A (1.9.6) 
Subject to 
fk(xi,X2 Jc„) + (Uk-Lk)>Ui, , k = l,2, ,K (1.9.7) 
giixi,X2, Xn)<bi ,i = l,2, ,m (1.9.8) 
A>0,Xj>0, 7=1,2, ,n (1.9.9) 
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1.10 Stochastic Programming Problem 
Stochastic programming is a framework for modeling optimization 
problem that involve uncertainty, whereas deterministic optimization problems are 
formulated with known parameters. Real world problems almost invariably 
include some unknown parameters. When the parameters are known only within 
certain bounds, one approach of tackling such problem is called robust 
optimization. Here is a goal to find a solution, which is feasible for all such data 
and optimal in some sense. Stochastic programming models are similar in style 
but take advantage of the fact that probabiUty distributions governing the data are 
known or can be estimated. The goal here is to find some policy that is feasible for 
all (or almost all) the possible data, for instances, for maximizing the expectation 
of some function of the decisions and random variables. More generally, such 
models are formulated, solved analytically or numerically, and analyzed in order 
to provide useful information to a decision maker. 
Begiiming with the seminal work of Beale (1955), Bellman (1957), 
Belhnan and Zadeh (1970), Chames and Cooper (1959), Dantzig (1955) and 
Tintner (1955), optimization under uncertainty has experienced rapid development 
in both theory and algorithms. For detail information related to stochastic 
•optimization, there are many recent text books of Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1996), 
Birge and Louveaux (1997), Kail and Wallace (1994), Pre'kopa (1998) and 
Zinmierman (1991). 
A stochastic linear progranmiing problem can be stated as: 
Maximize f(x) = Z CjXj (1.10.1) 
Subject to 
n 
Z aijXj >bi (1.10.2) 
7=1 
and 
xj > 0:7 = 1,2 n. (1.10.3) 
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where c / , 0,7 and bj are random variables. 
(a) Two Stage Stochastic Progranmung 
Two-stage stochastic programming is concerned with problems that 
require a here and now decision on the basis of given probabilistic information on 
the random data without making further observations. The cost to be minimized 
consist of the direct costs of the here and now (or first-stage) decision as well as 
the costs generated by the need of taking a recourse (or second-stage) decision in 
response to the random environment. Recourse costs are often formulated by 
means of expected values with respect to the probability distribution of the 
involved random data. In this way, two-stage models and their solutions depend 
on the underlying probability distribution. Since this distribution is often 
incompletely known in applied models, or it has to be approximated for 
computational purposes, the stability behavior of stochastic programming models 
when changing the probability measure is important. 
This problem is studied in a number of papers pubUshed by Artstein and 
Wets (1990), King and RockafeUar (1993), Romisch and Schultz (1993, 1996), 
Shapiro (1990, 1991). Artstein and Wets (1990) obtained general results on 
continuity properties of optimal values and solutions when perturbing the 
probability measures with respect to the topology of weak convergence. 
Quantitative continuity results of solution sets to two-stage stochastic programs 
with respect to suitable distances of probability measures are obtained by Romisch 
and Schultz (1993, 1996). Asymptotic properties of statistical estimators of values 
and solutions to stochastic programs are derived by King and RockafeUar (1993) 
and Shapiro (1990,1991). 
(b) Chance Constrained Programming 
Although two-stage stochastic linear programs are often regarded as the 
classical stochastic programming-modeling paradigm, the discipline of stochastic 
programming has grown and broadened to cover a wide range of models and 
solution approaches. Applications are widespread, from finance to fisheries 
management. An alternative modeling approach uses so-called Chance 
constraints. ITiese do not require that our decisions are feasible for (almost) every 
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outcome of the random parameters, but require feasibility with at least some 
specified probability. One natural generalization of two stage model extends it to 
many stages. Here each stage consists of a decision followed by a set of 
observations of the uncertain parameters which are gradually revealed overtime. 
In this context stochastic programming is closely related to decision analysis, 
optimization of discrete event simulations, stochastic control theory, Markov 
decision process and dynamic progranmiing. 
In chance constrained programming, the stochastic linear programming 
problem is stated as follows: 
n 
Minimize f {x) = X CjXj (1.10.4) 
7=1 
Subject to 
^ Pi , i = l,2, m (1.10.5) n I aijXj < bi 
and xj>0:j = 1,2, Ji (1.10.6) 
where c;, Oy and bj are random variables, and pj are specified probabilities. 
Note that equation (1.10.5) indicate that the i constraint 2 ^yXj ^ bj has to be 
7=1 
satisfied with a probability of at least p, where 0 < /;,• <1. 
Chance constrained programming was formulated originally by Chames, 
Cooper and Symonds (1958) and Chames and Cooper (1959) and has since been 
further developed and applied by Chames and Cooper (1962, 1963), Chames 
Cooper and Thompson (1964, 1965), Bel Israel (1962), Kataoka (1963), Kirby 
(1965), Naslund (1966), Naslund and Whinston (1962), Thiel (1961), Van De 
Panve and Popp (1963) and Miller and Wagner (1965). 
1.11 Applications of Stochastic Programming 
(I) Energy 
A particularly important field of application of stochastic programming is 
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the optimization of production, tirading, storage, and transportation of all kinds of 
energy, i.e., electricity (power), gas, oil; e.g., [c.f. Wallace and Fleten (2003)] for 
a recent survey. Typically, the stochastic nature of prices and demands cannot be 
neglected in energy optinuzation models. Especially the optimization of electricity 
production and trading (electricity portfoUo management) seems to fit exceedingly 
well to the stochastic programming paradigm. One reason for this is that 
regulations for electricity trading include a fixed time discretization into intervals 
of, e.g., one hour length. 
Moreover, electricity is a non-storable conmiodity and, therefore, the 
consideration of the stochastic nature of the parameters becomes even more 
important since discrepancies at one time cannot be compensated at another time. 
There is a lot of literature dealing with optimal power planning in terms of 
stochastic programming. A general distinction may be drawn between models for 
systems in regulated and in Uberalized markets. However, several other 
distinctions can be made, e.g., with respect to the level of abstraction from 
physical aspects of electricity production and transmission. 
The classical application in regulated markets is the so-called unit 
commitment problem where a number of power production units (e.g., blocks of 
thermal power plants or hydroelectric power plants) have to be scheduled in such 
a way that the (Expected) fuel costs are minimized under the constraint that a 
(stochastic) demand of electricity is always met. In addition, there are technical 
consh-aints for each unit; etc., [cf. Nowak (2000); Nowak and Romisch, (2000); 
Growe-Kuska and Romisch, (2005)] for a seminal smdy. For further stijdies; etc., 
[cf. Takriti et. al. (2000); Sen et. al. (2006); Philpott and Schultz, (2006); 
Escudero et. al. (1996), (1998)]. Some of diese akeady incorporate aspects of 
liberalized maricets. 
Within a liberalized market power production and demand satisfaction do 
not necessarily need to be optimized jointiy. Production capacity as well as 
demand can be submitted to an electricity pool market, e.g., to the spot market 
auction of a power exchange. For a producer it may be reasonable to consider 
some units (or even a single unit) and to optimize their (its) production schedule 
only with respect to the pool market; etc., [cf. Fleten and Kristoffersen, (2007b); 
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Conejo et. al. (2004); Plazas et. al. (2005); Philpott and Schultz (2006)]. Also 
retailers and distributors can rely solely on the market to satisfy electricity 
demands; etc., [cf. Fleten and Pettersen (2005)]. In either case, there is the 
question of optimal offer construction since electricity spot markets typically 
allow to submit offers which are sensitive to the effective market clearing prices; 
etc., [cf. Fleten and Pettersen (2005); Fleten and Kristofferson (2007a); Philpott 
and Schultz (2006); Coneja et. al. (2002); Plazas et.al. (2005)]. 
However, spot market prices are known to be highly volatile, hence, the 
consideration of financial risk is indispensable in this case. Market price risk may 
be reduced by hedging instruments, i.e., by energy derivative products such as 
futures or options; etc., [cf. Clewlow and Strickland (20(X))]. For managing these 
hedging instruments, stochastic programming may again be an appropriate 
framework, in particular if an integrated handling of optimal production planning 
and risk management is adopted; etc., [cf. Fleten et. al. (2002): Hochreiter et. al. 
(2006)]. In the later study it is shown that the integrated approach yields additional 
overall efficiency. Alternatively, bilateral deUvery contracts between producers 
and distributors may be arranged to reduce the impact of spot market volatility to 
the respective revenues. 
Finally, the trend towards renewable energy sources yields additional 
challenges for optimization in power. The consideration of physical aspects of 
electricity, production and transmission becomes more important; etc., [cf. 
Handschin et. al. (2005); Kuhn and Schultz (2008)] for stochastic programming 
study on dispersed generation taking into account the topology of the transmission 
network. 
(11) Other Applications 
Many real-world applications of mathematical programming could be 
reasonably extended to stochastic programming models since there are often some 
parameters that could be considered as uncertain. 
However, if the degree of uncertainty is low, the effort to pass from a 
deterministic to a stochastic model might not be worthwhile; the abandonment of 
other model assumptions and simplifications may be more rewarding. 
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Furthemiore, the availability of statistical information about the uncertainties is a 
necessary condition for a stochastic approach. And, moreover, the question arises 
whether it is then possible to solve a particular stochastic progranuning model 
since the additional complexity induced by the stochastic is typically huge. 
Notwithstanding these limitations stochastic programming has been 
successfully applied to numerous real-world problems. Important fields beside 
energy, where the stochastic progranmiing approach has turned out to be essential 
or fruitful, are, e.g., finance [Ziemba (2003)], logistics [Powell and Topalogu 
(2003)], engineering, production, revenue management, airline planning, supply 
chain management, sports, catastrophe management, and others; etc., [cf. Wallace 
and Ziemba (2005)] for a recent collection of case studies and reviews. 
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CHAPTER-2 
INEQUALITffiS FOR STOCHASTIC NONLINEAR 
PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS 
2.1 Stochastic Non Linear Programming Problem 
When some of the parameters involved in the objective function and 
constraints vary about their mean values, a general optimization problem has to be 
formulated as a stochastic nonlinear programming problem. For the present 
pxirpose, we assume that all the random variables are independent and follow 
normal distribution. A stochastic non linear progranMning problem can be stated in 
standard form as: 
Find X which minimizes f{Y), (2.1.1) 
Subject to 
P[gj(y)SO]>Pj., 7=1,2, m (2.1.2) 
where Y is the vector of N random variables y\,y2 JN ^<^ i* includes the 
decision variables xi,;c2 Jc„.The case when X is deterministic can be 
obtained as a special case of the present formulation. Equations (2.1.2) denote that 
the probabiUty of realizing gj{Y) greater than or equal to zero must be greater 
than or equal to specify probability Pj. 
The problem stated in equations (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) can be converted into 
an equivalent deterministic nonlinear programming problem by applying the 
chance constrained programming technique. 
2.2 One Stage Stochastic Non Linear Programming Problem 
In one-stage stochastic non linear programming, we describe some 
stochastic non-linear programming problems in which the values of the objective 
function and its gradient have to be computed in the presence of stochastic non 
linear. 
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The following general model of the problem under consideration: 
Minimizes FiX) = Ef(x,0) (2.2.1) 
Subject to 
xeX^iXe R",gi(X) < 0 i = 1,2, m} (2.2.2) 
where gi,f:R"x^-^R^ and {<p,0,p) is a probability space. 
The problem (2.2.1)-(2.2.2) is called the one-stage stochastic 
programming problem with deterministic constraints. The random event 6 is used 
in X to represent all stochastic factors, i.e. f{x,d]^) denote the noise corrected 
value of F(A') connected with an event ^ jf The value can be obtained either 
experimentally or by simulation if the model of f{x, &) is known. Such problem 
can be solved by feasible direction methods developed by Andrzej, (1980). 
2.3 Two Stage Stochastic Non Linear Programming Problem 
Here we define a model in which we obtain upper and lower bounds for 
the solution of the two-stage stochastic non-linear programming problem as 
follows: 
Minimize E min[^(x) + y/{y)\ (2.3.1) 
X y 
Subject to the constraints, 
g{x) + Ky)>b (2.3.2) 
where ^(x) is a scalar function of the «i x 1 vector x, y/^y) is a scalar function 
of the 112 ^1 vector, g{x) and h{y) are each wxl vectors whose components are 
scalar functions of their arguments , and Z> is a random TM x 1 vector with known 
distribution. E denotes the expectation taken with respect to the distribution of b. 
It should be noted that the constraints of problem include any non negativity 
requirements on x and y. 
Many actual situations can be represented in a realistic manner by the two-
stage stochastic problem (2.3.1) and (2.3.2). One such example is that of a 
manufacturing inventory problem. The random vector b represents a demand for 
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manufactured products that can only be specified in advance by its distribution. 
The vector x determines the amount of each product that will be made during 
some period before the actual demand is known. This first stage production of 
products corresponding to b is given by the vector g(x) at a cost^(af). Once the 
actual demand b is known, we are free to choose the optimal value of the vector 
y, that will compensate at minimum cost for shortages that is negative component 
of g(x)-b. This is the second stage, and results in the production or outside 
purchase vector h{y) at a cost of^(y). The problem is to select the first stage 
production vector x so as to minimize the expected value of the total 
cost^(x) + y/(y). 
Another example is a capital investment problem. Here, b may represent 
the required production rate during the typical period, again specified by its 
distribution only. The vectors determines the capital investment to achieve a 
production rate ofg(x). The value of ^{x) is the appropriately discounted cost per 
period. When the actual required production rate is known, any shortages are met 
by an optimimi choice of the vector _y, which gives the additional production rate 
h(y) at a cost of {/(jy). The problem is to choose x so as to minimize the expected 
value of the discounted cost per period. 
A linear 'two-stage' problem has previously been discussed by Dantzig 
(1955). The result, which are going to prove in the next two sections are 
essentially generalization of the inequalities obtained by Madansky (I960) for the 
corresponding stochastic linear programming problem. The linear results are, of 
course, included in the results presented here. 
For convenience we define the function yib, x) as follows: 
rib,x) = mm{(p(x) + y^iy) \ gix) + h(y) > b} 
y 
The two-stage problem (2.3.1) to (2.3.2) can now be abbreviated as 
min Ey(b,x). When stated in this form it should be kept in mind that in general, 
this represents a constrained minimization in the x - space. Thus, throughout this 
work we assume that there exists a convex set K such that for each x m K there 
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is an associated y such that g(x) + h(y)>b for eachZ;. We denote by 'feasible 
jc'as those x iaK. 
Actually we obtain the lower and upper bounds for the solution of the 
problem. We also need some convexity and concavity properties. 
We use the conmionly accepted definition that ^(jc) is convex if, forO < A < 1, 
for all xi and X2 in the convex region of definition of ^ (;c) .The function 0(x) is 
concave if the inequality sign is reversed. 
The results presented here are of practical importance because they give an 
upper and a lower bound to the two-stage stochastic problem (2.3.1)-(2.3.2) in 
terms of the solutions for two non-stochastic problems of the same size as the 
original problem. In many cases the bounds obtained may be fairly close, as 
indicated by the numerical example in the last section. In order to obtain the lower 
bound (see Theorem 3 on Page No. 27) we solve the single deterministic problem 
in («i +02) variables and m inequalities, 
min jiEb, ;c) = min {^(x) + j/(y) I g(x) + h(y) > Eb). (2.3.3) 
^ x,y 
We denote by x{Eb) the value of x which gives the minimum for (2.3.3).For any 
b with a finite distribution we obtain the upper bound given by Theorem 4 (Page 
No. 28) by solving a similar problem to (2.3.3) but with a different right-hand side 
vector ^ujax, as follows: 
min y(^max.^) = rDm{<l>{x)+ y/iy)I g{xh h{y)> b^^sa} (2.3.4) 
X x,y 
where the vector fema^ is chosen so that b^^^^ >b for every b in the finite 
distribution. 
An important class of problem is one where ^{x) and \i/{x) are convex 
functions and every component of g{x) and h{y) is a concave function of its 
variables. This class of problems is distinguished by the fact that for any fixed 
vector b the well known necessary and sufficient Kuhn-Tucker conditions (1951) 
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for a global minimum apply. In particular, they are valid for the two problems 
(2.3.3) and (2.3.4). For such problems efficient computational methods have been 
developed. The gradient projection method (Rosen 1960) and convex partition 
progranuning (Rosen 1962) are two such methods that have been used to solve 
many problems of this class. 
The original problem (2.3.1)-(2.3.2) can also be solved directly for the 
partially linear case when(^.x) and h{y) are linear and 6 has a finite discrete 
distribution;r,-,i = l,2,...J. This is done by introducing vectorsy,-,/= 1,2,....,/, 
each of the same dimension asy. A formulation equivalent to (2.3.1) - (2.3.2) is 
given by the single deterministic problem with ni+ln2 variables and 
m/constraints, 
min{<!>(x)+Z;=j^,- nyi)\8ix)+h(yi)>bi}, i =1,2 J (2.3.5) 
Computational advantage is taken of the block diagonal structure of this 
formulation by noting that for any fixed x, the minimum with respect to y,- is 
obtained by solving / independent linear sub problems. The convex partition 
progranmiing algorithm (Rosen 1962) is based on this structure and can be used to 
solve the problem (2.3.5). 
In the next section, we derive some basic results that are needed to 
establish the required inequalities, and in addition are of independent interest in 
connection with the parametric dependence of solutions to a nonlinear 
programming problem on its right-hand side (parametric nonlinear progranmiing). 
The third section contains the main results and the final section gives a 
simple numerical example. 
2.4 Some Basic Results 
We begin by establishing certain results, more general than needed, but 
which seem to be of sufficient interest to warrant their presentation. We define the 
following parametric nonlinear programming problem: 
min^(z,fl) 
z 
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Subject to 
nz,a)>0. 
Where ^ is a scalar function of the vectors z and a, and / is a vector function 
of z and a. We establish now basic lenunas. 
Lemma 1: The scalar function a(a) = ram{0iz,a)\f(z,a)>O} is a convex 
z 
function of the vector a provided that 5 is a convex function of the vector 
[z', a'] and each component of / is a concave function of [z', a]. 
Proof; Consider the arbitrary fixed values a, aj and 02, and let 
a(ai) = min{^(z.ai) I /(z,ai) > 0} = 0izi,ai), 
z 
a(a2) = min{^(z,a2) I / (z ,a2) ^ 0} = ^(z2.«2)-
z 
(2.4.1) 
Note that (zi.oi) and (Z2.02) must satisfy 
fizi,ai)>0 
and f(z2,a2)>0 (2.4.2) 
Now since every component of f(z,a) is concave in lz',a] it follows that for 
0 < A < 1 . 
/ [ ; i z i+( l -A)z2 ,^ l+( l - / l )a2]^^/ (z i .a i ) + a -^) / ( e2 .«2)^0 
by (2.4.2) 
Whence the point z = Azi + (1 - A)Z2 satisfies the constraint 
f[z,Aai+(l-^)a2]>0, 
and hence 
nan{0[z,Aai+(l-A,)a2]\f[z,Aai+(l-/i)a2]>O} 
z 
< 0[Azi + (1 - Ji)z2 Mi+a- X)a2 ] (2.4.3) 
Now 
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a[ ;L j l+( l - / l ) a2]=min{^[2 .M+( l -^ )«2] l / [^ .M+( l - ' ^ )«2]} 
z 
< ^ [ / l z i + ( l - / l ) z 2 , M + 0 - ^ ) « 2 ] by(2.4.3) 
< k6{z\, aj) + (1 - X)9{z2,02) by convexity of Q{z, a) 
=Aaia^) + il-A,)aia2) by (2.4.1) 
Hence 
a[Aai + (1 - A)fl 2 ] ^  ^ aiai) + (1 - i)Qr(a2) • 
Lemma 2: The scalar function flr(a) = min{^(z,a) | f{z,d) > 0} is a convex and 
z 
continuous function of the vector a provided that ^is a convex and continuous 
function of the vector \z\a\ and each of / i s a convex and continuous function 
of[z',a']. 
Proof: The convexity of a(a) has been established in Lemma 1. It only remains 
to show its continuity. Let a\ and ^2 be such that there exist zj and Z2 that 
satisfy / (z j . a i )>0and/ (z2 ,a2)^0- It follows from the concavity of / that 
for 0 < ;i < 1, 
/ [ ; b i + ( i - ; i ) z 2 , M + ( i - ^ ) « 2 ] ^ ^ ( ^ i . « i ) + ( i - / i ) / ( ^ 2 . « 2 ) ^ o 
Hence for a=y^aj + (1 - >l)a 2 the value of z = Azi + (\- X)Z2 satisfies f(z,a)>0. 
It follows that the set of vectors a over which there exist feasible z is 
convex and hence the set of a's for which there exist a(a) is also convex. Since 
«(a)is a convex fiinction over a convex set of a'jit is continuous at every 
interior point of this convex set. 
Now let a be on the boundary of this convex set and consider a sequence 
{a,} such that lim a,- = a .Let z,- be the solution of min{^(z,a,-) | f{z,ai) > 0}. 
Hence f(z,af)>0. 
Taking the limit superior as /tends to infinity and invoking the continuity 
o f / gives 
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/ ( l imz,- ,a)>0 
Hence 
and 
min{0(z,a) \ f{z,a) > 0} <^(limz;,a) 
z i—><» 
aid) = mm{e(z, a) | / ( z , a) > O} 
<^(lim z,-,a) 
= lim 9{Zi,ai) by continuity of 0 
i—^oa 
But a(a)> lim d(Zj,ai) 
i—^oo 
Hence a{a)= lim 6izi,ai). 
i—^oe 
In a similar manner or(fl) = lim ^(zj-,a,-). 
I—>oo 
Therefore ar(a)= lim ^(z,-,a,). 
J—»oo 
Theorem 1: The scalar function a{b) = min y(b,x) defined by 
X 
aib) = min yib, x) = min min{^(x) + y/iy) \ g{x) + h{y) > b) (a) 
X X y 
is a convex function of b, provided that ^(x) and \f/(y) are convex functions and 
the components of g(x) and hiy) are concave functions of their respective 
arguments. 
Proof: Letz = 
X 
y, 
and f{.2,d) = g{x) + h(y)-b 
, 0(z, a) = ^(x) + yr(y), a = b, flr(a) = a(b) 
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We have only to show that 9{z,a) and /(z,a)are respectively convex and 
I t 
concave in [z ,a ] in order to invoke the lemma 1 and prove the theorem. 
From the assumed concavity of g{x) and h{y) we have 
g[^l+{\-X)X2\> Xg{x^) + {\-X)g{x2) 
h[Xyx-\-{\-X)y2\> Xh{yi) + (X-X)h{y2) 
-Abi-(1-A,)b2 = -Abi-(X-Jl)b2. 
* Addition of the last three relations and using the relations f(z,a) = g(x) + hiy) - b 
and a = b gives 
f[Azi+a-x)z2,xbi+a-x)b2]>^izi,bi)+a-x)fiz2,b2), 
I I 
establishing the concavity of f(z,a)jn the vector[z ,a]. Similarly the convexity 
of 0(z,a) in the vector [z ,a] is established. 
It is interesting to note thata(fe)is also a non decreasing function ofb, that 
is a(bi) < a(b2)for Z>i <^2 • This follows from the simple fact that if bi<b2 
then g(x) + h(y) > ^2 implies gix) + hiy) > bi. 
Theorem 1 is a generalization of Madnasky's (1960), Lenmia 1 to the present 
nonlinear problem. 
Corollary l:The scalar function a(fe) = na.nyib,x) defined by (a) is a continuous 
X 
function of b provided that ^ (x) and |^ (;c) are convex and continuous function 
andg(x) and h(y) are concave, and continuous function of their respective 
arguments. 
Proof: This corollary may be proven by using theorem 1, or more simply by using 
lemma 2. 
By letting z = , 0iz, a) = <f>{x) + yf{y), a = b, a(a) = a{b) 
and f{z,a) = g{x) + h{y)-b; lemma 2 may be invoked to establish the continuity 
of a(a) and hence that ofaijb). 
We proceed now to establish a theorem that is essentially a generalization 
of Theorem 2 of Beale (1955) and of a similar theorem by Dantzig (1955). 
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Theorem 2: The functionyib,x)=imn{0(x)+i/^(y)\g(x) + hiy)>b} is a convex 
y 
ftinction of the feasible x for any fixed b provided that ^ and y/ are convex 
functions and the components of gand h are concave functions of their 
respective arguments. 
TrooUDcfme a = x, z = y,9(z,a) = ^(x) + y/(y), f(z,a)=gix)+h(y)-b , and 
a(a) = y(6,x) .It can be easily shown (see the proof of theorem 1 above) that the 
assumptions made in theorem 2 on^(x) ,y/(y), g(x), and h(y) ensure the 
convexity of 0(z,a) and concavity of f(z,a). Hence the lemma may be invoked 
to establish the convexity of a(a) or the convexity of y(b,x) inx. 
Corollary 2: The fiinction Ey(b,x) is a convex function of the feasible 
X provided that the condition of theorem 2, is satisfied. 
Proof: Since 'y{b,x) is convex in x for a fixed 6, integration over the 
distribution of b still gives a convex function of x, E y(b, x). 
2.5 Extension of Linear Results 
In this section, we consider a number of additional problems, the results of 
which will serve as bounds on the original two-stage problem (2.1.1) to (2.1.2). 
We mentioned earlier the nonstochastic problem ofminy{Eb,x). This is the 
X 
problem in which the right side of the constraints is replaced by its expected 
value. Thus, for example, if we had a discrete distribution of the variable bj with 
probabilities ;T/ ,/ = 1,2, ,/ then this problem becomes min y Z^ibi,x 
U=i ; 
We next introduce the 'wait and see' problem of Madansky, (1960), 
E min y(b,x). 
X 
In this problem one waits for an observation of the random vector b and 
then solves the nonstochastic nonlinear programming problem based on this 
observed b. This is in contrast to Dantzig's (1955) two stage problem (1), where a 
decision xmust be made at once without knowing b, and a subsequent decision 
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y compensating for x is made after h is observed .We recall that in terms of the 
function y{b,x), the two stage problem (2.3.1)-(2-3.2) is Emin y{b,x). 
X 
We are now in a position to derive one of the main results of this work, 
Theorem 3. 
Theorem 3: Let 3c (£6) be the solution ofmin y(Eb,x). 
The inequalities 
Er(b, x(Eb)) > min Eyib, x)>E min yib, x) > min yi,Eb, x) 
X X X 
hold provided that for the last inequality only, it is assumed that^(x) and 
y/{y) are convex and continuous fiinctions and the components of g{x) and h{y) 
are concave and continuous functions of their respective arguments. 
Proof: The first inequality obviously holds since the vdmEy{b,x) is less than or 
X 
equal to Ey(b,x) evaluated as some x such asx(Eb). 
For the second inequality, let x be that solution which minimizes 
Ey(b,x) and let x(b) being the solution which minimizes y(b,x). That is 
min Eyib, x) = Eyib, x) and E min yib, x) = Ey[b, xib)]. 
X X 
Since for every b, yib,x) > y[b,xib)],then Eyib,x) > Ey[b,xib)] and hence 
min Eyib, x)>E mm yib, x) , 
X X 
this is the desired second inequality. 
The third inequality is proved by using Jenson's inequality, ((I960), 
Theorem 2), Theorem 1, corollary 1 of this chapter. Jensen's inequality states that 
for a convex, continuous function fi of random vector z, Efiiz) > fiiEz). Since 
by theorem 1 and corollary 1 mm yib,x) is a convex and continuous function 
X 
ofb, it follows that 
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Euan y(b, x) > min yiEb, x), 
X X 
this is the desired third inequality. 
For the case where b has a finite distribution , it is possible to get a 
somewhat rougher but easier-to-compute upper bound for the solution of two-
stage problem (2.1.1) to (2.1.2) by solving a single deterministic problem and 
obtaining a so-called 'fat solution'. This result follows from the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 4: If the random vector ^has a finite distribution that is 
~°°<^mm -^-^max <°° ^^^ ^^ '^^^ solution'minj^^nu^,x) is greater than 
X 
or equal to the solution min Ey{b,x) of the two stage problem. 
X 
Proof: By definition we have 
minj^ femax,^ ) = minmin{^(jc)+?^(y)lg(jc)+/i(y)>fcnjax} and 
X X y 
wmEyib x) = roiaErian{^x)+Y{y)\ g{x)^-h{y)>b). 
X ' X y 
Now for any fixed x and b every y that satisfies g(x)+/i(>')>fciiiax, also 
satisfies 
g[x)+h{y)>b. 
It follows then that y{bj^^x)> y{b x) and thus y(&niax,^)- Ey(bx). 
Hence min K^max,^) - "^^ Eyibx). 
X ' X ' 
Another upper bound for the 'wait and see' problem Eimn')ib,x) can be 
X 
derived by using the theory of moment spaces of multivariate distributions. The 
derivation of this bound is identical with Madansky, (1960, p. 201), once theorem 
1 and corollary 1 have been invoked to show that minj'(Z7,jr)is a convex and 
X 
continuous function ofb. 
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Theorem 5: Provided that ^{x) and if/iy) are convex and continuous functions, 
the components of g(x) and h{y) are concave and continuous functions of their 
arguments, b is defined over a bounded m dimensional rectangle 
bi <b<b2 (-°°<bi<b2 <°°) 
and the b's are independent, then 
i=2m U=m , . 1 
Emmrib,x)< S O [ H / ' - ' ( * / / / / - ( ^ * ) y ] / ( * 2 y " ^ y ) x 
X i=l [y=i -'''' J 
miny(63 _ / • . ! , -^s-/•. x) 
X -> y j i > ^ -^  Jim,m' 
where /)• is an /«-dimensional vector [fil,fi2>fi3> ///«]'whose 
components are all I's and /or 2's and the set of 2'"vectors fi,i = 1,2,...,2'" is 
the set of all possible arguments of I's and/or 2's taken m at a time, and iEb)j is 
the expected value of the j component of b. 
Proof: Note that in order to calculate the above bound one need to solve in 
general 2"* nonlinear programming problems, which may be fairly lengthy 
procedure. 
We now state and prove our last bound, a lower bound for the two stage problem. 
Theorem 6: Provided that ^ and i// are convex fimctions and the components of 
g and h are concave functions and Ey(b,x) is differentiable atx= x(Eb)ihen 
min Erib, x) > Ey{b, x{Eb)] + [x- x{Eb)]' VE}{b, xiEb)], 
X 
where x(Eb)is the solution that minimizes y{Eb,x), x is the solution that 
minimizes Ey{b,x) and V is a column vector of partial differential operators; 
{didxi, ,dldx„). 
Proof: By corollary 2, Ey(b,xy\s a convex function ofjc. Now if a convex 
fimction ^(x)is differentiable at some point x=x^ it follows from the definitions 
of the convexity and differentiability, Kuhn and Tucker (1951, p.485) that 
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e{x2)-d{xi)>{x2-x{)'Vd{xi). 
Now if we let e{,x) = Eyib, x),X2=x and j^ i = x{Eb), we have 
Ey{b,x) >Ey[b,x{Eb) \+[x-x{.Eb)\'VEy\b,x{Eb)\, 
which is precisely the assertion of Theorem 6 if we recall that 
EyQ), x)=min Eyib, x). 
X 
Note that in order to use the bound given by the above theorem one has to 
have bounds on x that appear on the right hand side. However if either 
x=x{Eb) or VEy[b,x{Eb)]=Q, 
then it follows from this theorem and the first inequality of theorem 3 that 
Er(b,x(Eb)) > nan Erib,x). 
X 
2.6 Numerical Example 
Consider Example 2 of Dantzig, (1955), change the linear cost function 
x+ly to the nonlinear cost x + 2y and eliminate the slack variables. We thus 
consider the following problem in the scalar quantities x, y andfe. 
2 2 
Minimize £min(jc ^ly ) , 
X y 
Subject to 
-X >-100, 
x+y>b 
x>Q 
y>Q. 
where b an unknown demand is uniformly distributed between 70 and 80. 
Figure 1 is a graphical representation of the problem. The dotted lines 
x+> = 70 and01:+}' = 80 bounds the feasible region when b = lQ and fc = 80 
respectively. It is easy to verify that this example satisfies all the restrictions 
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imposed by the various theorems and corollaries of this work. This example 
illustrates that the inequalities can be used to obtain an accurate estimate of 
min Ey(b x) in a nontrivial case. 
uu 
80 
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40 
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0 
- ^ 
==i^  
^^"^C\ 
x^ + 2y* = 3267-^ 
1 1 1 1 1 
. x^+2y* = 4267 
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1 1 1 
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 
X 
Figure 1 
2 2 We begin first by determining the fimction /(b x), which is the min(jc +2y ) , 
subject to all the constraints. 
After some simple considerations with the aid of Fig. 1, we conclude that 
r{bx) = ' ' for I00>x>b;iy = 0) 
x^+2{b~xf for b>x>0;(y = b-x) (1) 
To determine min y{Eb,x), we replace 6 in (1) by its expected value of 75 
X 
and find the minimum of/(75 x), which turns out to be 
min K^6^) = 3750 at x = xiEb) = 50 (2) 
X 
By considering (1) and Fig.l it is possible to determine 
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0 
mmY(bx) = {2/3b" 
X 
10,000 + 2(6-100) 
0>Z7;(;c = 0,^ = 0) 
for \50>b>0;{x = 2/3b,y = l/3b), (3) 
2 6 >150;(x = 100,^ = 6-100) 
Hence 
Emmy(bx) = 3756 
X 
(4) 
To determine Ey{bx) we have to consider three cases: 10>x>0,80>x>70 
and 100^x>80. 
The first and third cases are straightforward and Eyibx) are obtained from 
(l)by E[x'^+2{b-xf] and E{x^] respectively. 
For the second case, 80 > ;c > 70, we have from (1) 
Carrying the above calculations results in 
3x2-300x+-(338O0) 
Ey{bx) = \—{—x^ +170^2 -12800x + -(1024000)] for 
From this it is easy to conclude that 
mmEy{bx) = 3161 at x = 3c = 50 
X ' 
From (2) and (5) we determine that 
Ey[b^x(Eb)] = 3767 
70>x>0 
80>x>70 
100>x>80 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
Hence the inequalities of theorem 2 are satisfied by the results given by (7), (6), 
(4), and (2), that is 
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3767=3767>3756>3750, 
This shows that easily calculated first and last quantities give a good estimate of 
the middle two, in a nontrivial example. 
We now compute miny(b,^,x)=minY(SO x). From equation 1 and Fig. 
X X ' 
1, we see thatmin yib^^y^ x) = y(S0 53.3) = 4267 . As asserted by theorem 4 this is 
X ' 
larger than ^min y{bx) = 3756. 
X 
We also note that by considering various first and second partial 
derivatives of y{bx),vamy{bx) and Eyibx) as given by (1) ,(3), and (5) we 
conclude that min y{bx) is a convex and continuous fimction of b, y{bx) is a 
convex in x for a fixed b, and that Ey{b x) is a convex fimction of x. These 
indeed are the assertions of theorem 1, corollary 1, theorem 2 and corollary 2. We 
next compute the expression given in theorem 5 with the help of (3) as follows 
[2(75-70)(80)-(80-70)]-[2(75-80)(70)-(80-70)]=3767, 
which is indeed greater than £ min y(b x). 
X 
We finally turned to theorem 6. From (2) and (6) we have 3c (£6)=3c. 
Hence by theorem 6, minEyib,x) > Ey{b,x(Eby]. But by theorem 3 the reverse 
X 
inequality must also hold, hence min Ey(b x) = Ey(bx) , which the case is 
X 
indeed the case as observed fi-om (6) and (7). 
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CHAPTER-3 
MULTI-ITEM STOCHASTIC AlNfD FUZZY-
STOCHASTIC INVENTORY MODELS UNDER 
IMPRECISE GOAL AND CHANCE CONSTRAINTS 
3.1 Introduction 
In most of the existing inventory models, it is assumed that the inventory 
parameters, objective goals and constraints goals are deterministic and fixed. But, 
if we think of their practical meaning, they are uncertain, either random or 
imprecise. When some or all parameters of an optimization problem are described 
by random variables, the problem is called stochastic or probabilistic 
progranmiiQg problem. 
In a stochastic programming problem, the uncertainties in the parameters 
are represented by probability distributions. This distribution is estimated on the 
basis of the available observed random data. Here, the parameters are treated as 
random variables. For solution, the stochastic problem is first reduced to a crisp 
one and then solved by an optimization method. 
As classified by Mohan (2000), "There are two main approaches for 
solving single objective stochastic programming problem: the 'wait and see' 
(distribution problem) and 'here and now approaches". The second approach is 
very efficient in solving real life application problems. The method based on this 
approach may be conveniently classified by distinguishing the treatment of the 
stochastic constraints and that of the stochastic objective (Roubens and Teghem 
(1988)). For treatment of the stochastic constraints, there are two approaches; (I) 
the chance-constrained programming approach in which a minimum probability 
level for satisfying each of the constraints is specified and (ii) the stochastic 
programming with recourse which consists in penalizing the violation of 
constraints. For treatment of the stochastic objective, there are several approaches 
such as ( i ) E-model (which optimize the expected value of stochastic objective), 
(ii) V-model (in which the deviation of stochastic objective is to be minimized ), 
(iii) P-model (which maximizes the probability that the value of the stochastic 
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objective is better than a certain aspiration level specified by the DM), and (iv) E-
V-model (which optimizes both expected value and the deviation of the stochastic 
objective) etc. (cf. Stancu-minsian (1984)). 
In 1965, the first publication in fuzzy set theory by Zadeh (1965) showed 
the intention to accommodate uncertainty in the non-stochastic sense rather than 
the presence of random variables. Bellman and Zadeh (1970) first introduced 
fiizzy set theory in decision-making processes. Later, Tanaka, et-al. (1974) 
considered the objectives as fuzzy goals over the a -cuts of a fuzzy constraint set 
and Zinunermann (1976) showed that the classical algorithms could be used to 
solve a fuzzy linear programming problem and ftizzy additive goal programming 
technique. 
Fuzzy mathematical progranuning has been applied to several fields like 
project network, reliability optimization, transportation* media selection for 
advertising, air pollution regulation etc., problem formulated in a fuzzy 
environments have been solved by fuzzy progranraiing method. Detail literature 
on fuzzy linear and non-linear progranuning with application is available in two 
well-known books of l ie and Hwang (1992, 1994). In inventory problem, fuzzy 
set theory has not been much used. Park (1987) examined the EOQ formula in the 
fuzzy set theoretic perspective associating the fiizziness with cost data. Roy and 
Maiti (1995, 1998) solved the classical EOQ models in fuzzy environment with 
fuzzy objective goal and constraint by fiizzy non-linear programming and fuzzy 
additive goal programming techniques. The stochastic inventory model has been 
formulated as a stochastic nonlinear programming problem and then reduced to 
equivalent crisp E-model, V-model-and combined E-V-models using chance 
constraint programming (CCP) technique. Similarly, following (CCP), the fuzzy 
stochastic inventory problem is first converted to an equivalent fuzzy problem and 
then to equivalent crisp problem using membership functions. Fuzzy non linear 
progranuning (FNLP) technique solves all these crisp problems. The models are 
illustrated with some numerical values for inventory parameters and the results of 
different models are compared. 
In this chapter, EOQ models are developed in random and fiizzy-random 
environments considering demand to be dependent on unit cost which is a 
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decision variable. Here, for both models, unit-purchasing cost, inventory cost and 
the investment limit are random. In addition to these, total average cost goal and 
constraint goal for storage area is fuzzy in nature for the probabilistic model in 
fuzzy environment. The fuzzy parameters have been assumed to be independent 
and normally distributed. 
3.2 Model and Assumption 
We use the following notations in proposed model: 
n = Number of items, 
W = floor or shelf space available, 
B = total investment cost for replenishment. 
For i-th item (i = l,2, ,m) 
Di = Df {pi) Demand rate (function of cost price), 
qi = lot size (a decision variable), 
Sf = setup cost per cycle, 
Hj = inventory holding cost per unit item, 
Pl = price per unit item (a decision variable), 
TC (.p,q) = average annual total cost. 
(Where p ,^ are the vectors of n decision variables p^ii = 1,2, ,/i)and 
qj (i = 1,2, ,n) respectively). 
The basic assumptions about the model are: 
(i) Replenishment is instantaneous, 
(ii) No back-order is allowed, 
(iii) Lead time is zero, 
(iv) Demand Z),- (p,) is related to unit price as: 
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D.=A.{p.) 'where ^, (>0) and fi.{0< fi. < 1) are constant and real numbers 
selected to provide the best fit of the estimated price function. 
While Ai (> 0) is an obvious condition since both £>,- and />, must be non-
negative. 
Our objective is to minimize the average total annual cost (i.e., sum of the 
purchasing, set up and inventory holding costs) subject to limitations on capital 
investment and storage area. That is 
MinTC(p ,q)=Z A; . Sj. Hiq; 
-4-(Pi+—) + - T ^ 
n.Pi Qi 2 
(3.2.1) 
Subject to 
Pi,qi>0 (i = l,2,...n). 
3.3 Probabilistic Model 
When Pi's are probabilistic decision variables, set up cost, investment 
cost, holding cost are random parameters, the said crisp model (3.2.1) is 
transformed to a probabilistic model as 
MinTC (p,q)=T. 
i=l 
A; ., Sj. Hjqi 
) i^ ' 9/ 2 
(3.3.1) 
Subject to 
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Pi,9j>0;(i = l,2, «). 
(Here cap ' A 'denotes the randomization of the parameters.) 
3.4 Probabilistic Model in Fuzzy Environment 
When PI'S are probabilistic decision variables, investment cost, and 
holding cost are random parameters, but cost goal and constraint goals on storage 
area become fuzzy, the said crisp model (3.2.1) is transformed to a probabilistic 
model in fuzzy environment as 
Miii TC (p,q)= Z 
1=1 A.A- gi 2 
(3.4.1) 
Subject to 
Z P i 9 , < 5 
« = 1 
Pi. 9 i>0; (1 = 1,2, «). 
(Here weavy bar '~' denotes the fuzzification of the parameters.) 
3.5 Mathematical Analysis 
STOCHASTIC NON-LINEAR PROGRAMMING (SNLP) 
We consider a stochastic nonlinear programming problem with resources 
and objectives as: 
Min go(X) 
Subject to 
g'^(X)<bj ,U = h2, m) 
and X>0 
i.e. 
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Min g o W (3.5.1) 
Subject to 
gj(X)<0,(y = l,2, m) 
and X>0, 
where 
g^(X)=g]iX)-bj and X>0 
Here X is the vector of A^  random variables yi,y2>—>yN and it includes 
the decision variables x^,X2,...,x^ .The problem stated as equation (3.5.1) can be 
converted into an equivalent deterministic nonlinear programming problem by 
applying the chance constramt programming technique as follows: 
a) Objective Function 
The objective function go(^) can be expanded about the mean values of 
random variables yj , yj as 
goW=^oW+Z 
/=i 
(:>'/-yi)+ 
higher order derivative terms (3.5.2) 
If the standard deviations of random variate yfyCr are small, go(X)can be 
approximated by the first two terms of equation (3.5.2) 
_ N 
/=1 
^^^ \x 
dyi 
N 
Yi + S 
1=1 dyi 
yi=yr(X) (say) 
(3.5.3) 
If ;;,•(/= 1,2, N) follow normal distribution, thQr\i//(X), which is linear 
function ofX, also follows the normal distribution. The mean and variance of 
y/(X) are given by 
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W=W{^) . (3.5.4) 
1=1 
0-2 ,^. (3.5.5) 
Since all yi's are independent. 
For the purpose of optimization in stochastic programming, there are two 
simultaneous objectives - one is minimization of mean value and the other 
minimization of the standard deviation. 
So, here the stochastic objective of (3.5.1) is equivalent to deterministic 
objective(s) which is (are), 
yimifr, (E-Model) (3.5.6) 
or 
Min (Tyf (V-Model) (3.5.7) 
or 
Min Y 
Min (T; (E-V Model) (3.5.8) ¥ 
b) Constraints 
As some parameters of the constraints are random in nature, the constraints 
will be probabilistic and one would like to have the probability of realizing 
g j < 0 must be greater than or equal to specify probability, say 
rj {j = 1,2, ,m). So the constraints of (3.5.1) can be expressed as 
Pi8j^0) = rj, (7=1,2, m) (3.5.9) 
0 
i-e- 1 fgjigj)dgj>rj , ( j = l,2, m) (3.5.10) 
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where fg . (gj)is the probability density function of the random variable gj (a 
function of several random variables is also a random variable) whose range is 
assiuned to be - <» to oo .The constraint function gj(X) can be expanded around 
the vector of mean values of the random variables, X as 
gj(X) = gj(X)-i 
' .=1 ay,. 
^yi-yi) (3.5.11) 
From this equation, the mean value, gi and the standard deviation, O"o . of g i 
can be obtained as: 
gj =gjiY) 
% • = 
N 
I dgj..-. 
nl/2 
dy/ \Y 
. \ 
(3.5.12) 
(3.5.13) 
By introducing the new variable 
ei=^^—^Aj = h2, jn) , (3.5.14) 
'gj 
and noting that j 1 2 dt = I 
_,V2^ 
Equation (3.5.10) can be expressed as 
(3.5.15) 
e, 
1 
gj ^2^ ^jirj)^^"" 
(3.5.16) 
Where ^j(rj) is the value of the standard normal variate corresponding to the 
probability r/. 
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thus ^^0j(rj) 
Using equation (3.5.13), equation (3.5.17) can be rewritten as 
or 
(3.5.17) 
gj -^jirj) 
N 
E 
i=l ay,-
IX <ry.-
Yi 
<0, (;=1,2, ,m) 
(3.5.18) 
Hence the stochastic programming problem (3.5.1) is reduced to single or multi-
objective deterministic nonlinear programming problems as 
Min ^ (X) (3.5.19) 
Subject to the'm' constraints given by equation in (3.5.18) and X >0. 
Min (Ty^iX) (3.5.20) 
subject to the ' m ' constraints given by equation in (3.5.18) and X > 0. 
Min Y, 
Mina\ W] 
(3.5.21) 
subject to the ' m' constraints given by equation in (3.5.18) and X > 0. 
It is to be noted that (3.5.19), (3.5.20) and (3.5.21) are referred to as 
E-Model, V-Model and combined E-V Model respectively. 
3.6 Fuzzy Programming Technique to Solve the SNLP Model 
To solve the above multi-objective programming problem (3.5.19 -
3.5.21), the first step is to assign, for each objective, two values U^ and L^as 
upper and lower bounds for the k-th objective, where Z,^ = aspired level of 
achievement for k-ih objective, t/^ = higher acceptable level of achievement for 
k-ih objective and d^=U^-Lf^ the degradation allowance for k-th objective 
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(jfe=l,2, n). Now, the stochastic programming problem (3.3.1) has completely 
defined in crisp environment. 
The steps of fuzzy programming technique are as follows: 
Step-1: 
Solve the multi-objective programming problem as a single objective problem 
using, only one objective at a time and ignoring the other. 
Step-2: 
From the result of step -1, determine the corresponding values for every objective 
at each solution derived. 
Step-3: 
From step-2, we may find for each objective value L;^  and U^ corresponding to 
the set of solutions. 
For the multi objective problem (3.5.19 - 3.5.21), a membership 
function//jt(X), which may be linear or non-linear, corresponding to the k-th 
objective is defined as a linear membership function, for simpUcity as, 
//Jk(X)=l if Z t < ^ 
= 1- ^* ~^* ifU<Z.<Ut 
=0 i f Z , > t / , (3.6.1) 
Here, Zjt = ^(X) for k = l 
= oy^{X) for k = 2 
According to Zinmierman (1978), the equivalent crisp of nonlinear programming 
problem for multi-objective progranmning problem (3.5.21) as: 
Max a (3.6.2) 
Subject to 
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Uk-Lk 
>a, ik=l,2). 
8j-<Pj(rj) 
NOgj-^^' 
i=i[^yi 'yt \ - y I J 
>0, 0 = 1,2,...,7«), 
and ^ > 0 , a 6 [0,1 J 
3.7 Solution for Proposed Model 
PROBABILISTIC MODEL 
Using the above algorithm the probabilistic model (3.3.1) is transformed to 
Max a (3.7.1) 
Subject to 
UX-ETC iP,g)^^ 
Ui-Li 
U2-VTC ip,q) 
U2-L2 
>a. 
n 
i:wiqi<W, 
/ = 1 
'L Pi9i - B -<^I(AI) 
/ = 1 i = 1 
1/2 
< 0 , 
where ETCiip,q)=Z ^ ( ? / 3 ) . % 
Pi Pi ^"' qi 
and 
VTCip,q) = 
n I 
1=1 
A 
<ir Pi 
2±2p7C^s^^'\ou,^^cyp^ Ai(\-J3i) PiAiSi 
p,Pi .CPi^i^^ 
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3.8 Fuzzy-Probabilistic Model 
In fuzzy set theory, the fuzzy objectives and fuzzy constraints are defined 
by their membership functions, which may linear and/or non-linear. 
Here, we assumejU£jc(P'9)' MvTc(P'^) ^"^^ Mw(P''i) ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ linear 
membership fiinctions for two objectives and one constraint respectively and these 
are 
METCiP'l)= 
0 
1-
1 
ETC(p,q)-Co 
PETC 
MVTCiP'^) = ' 
VTC(p,q)-Do 
PVTC 
for ETC(p,q)>Co+PETC 
for Co < ETC(p,q) < CQ +PETC 
for ETC{p,q)< CQ 
(3.8.1) 
for VTC{p,q)>DQ^-Pyre 
for Do<VTCip,q) <Do +Pnrc 
for VTC(p,q)<Do 
(3.8.2) 
/ifyiq) = ' 
Zmqi-W 
1-1=1 
Pw 
for Y.Wiqi>W+I)Y 
i=\ 
for W<Y.Wiqi<W+P^ 
n 
for Y^wiqi <W 
i=\ 
(3.8.3) 
Here the expected goal for total average cost is CQ with tolerance P^j-^-, the 
standard deviation goal for that is DQ with tolerance P[rrc ^ ^ space constraint 
goal is W with tolerance/*^. 
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Now, using the fiizzy non-linear programming technique (Zimmerman 
(1976)), the solution of fuzzy stochastic inventory model (3.4.1) is transformed to 
Max a ' (3.8.4) 
Subject to 
^ ETC(p ,q ) -Co^^ 
PETC 
^ F r C p , q ) - £ ) o ^ ^ 
PVTC 
iwiqi-W 
1-^=1 >a 
PW 
Pi,qi>0. (/ = l,2,...,n), 
and ae [0,l] 
Here, ETC(p, q ) and VTC(p, q) are known as in (3.7.1). 
The above non-linear programming problems (3.7.1) and (3.8.4) are solved by 
computer program based on reducing gradient method. 
3.9 Numerical example 
To illustrate the model (3.3.1), we assume n = 2, 
Ai=100, 
A2=120, 
^i = ($100,$l),i2=($120,$1.2). 
Hi =($1,$0.01),^2=($1-5,$0.015) 
J3l = 0.85, J32 = 0.8, Wi = Isq.ft., W2 =3sq. ft., W=\50 sq. ft. 
ri=0.95,5 = ($1200,$12) and ft =(Pi,O.Olpi) for/= 1,2. 
To illustrate the model (3.4.1), we assume the input data of model (3.3.1), in 
addition to Pfp= 50, CO=$475,PETC=$75, Do=$l-40,Pvrc=$0.6. 
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Using this data, pay-off matrix for (3.3.1) is 
ETC VTC 
Q\[$4Sh03 $0,647' 
j22|^ $491.34 $0,580 
The optimal results of stochastic and fuzzy- stochastic models are presented in 
table-1. 
Model 
I 
n 
a 
0.90 
0.93 
ETC 
482.05 
480.10 
VTC 
0.59 
0.65 
Pi 
21.44 
21.00 
P2 
18.72 
14.50 
Qi 
26.75 
27.01 
Q2 
32.16 
33.12 
Here, optimal results of total average cost are less in case of fuzzy stochastic 
model than that obtained for the stochastic model. 
3.10 Discussion 
In this chapter, we have formulated inventory problems in both random 
and random-fuzzy environments. Till now, stochastic inventory problems have 
been normally formulated using a special probabiUty distribution for an inventory 
parameter and solved reducing them to equivalent crisp problems by integrating 
the distribution function. Here, we have formulated and solved the stochastic 
inventory problem completely in a different way. We have taken the unit cost, 
which is a decision parameter involved in objective and one constraint, inventory 
cost and limit imposed on investment constraint to be random. 
Assuming these to be normally distributed, the probabilistic inventory 
model has been reduced to equivalent crisp E- and V-models using chance 
constraint programming technique. 
Moreover, along with the above randomness, impreciseness has been 
introduced in the objective goal and constraint goal on storage area or an 
inventory model. Again, till now, very few inventory models have been 
formulated in such a mixed environment - fuzzy - random atmosphere. 
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Though simple EOQ models have been considered here, the technique 
illustrated in this paper can easily be applied to other inventory problems with 
deterioration, shortages, discount, fixed time horizon, etc. This technique is an 
appropriate tool to tackle the real-life inventory problems in realistic enviromnent. 
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CHAPTER-4 
SOLVING NONLINEAR DYNAMIC STOCHASTIC 
MODELS: AN ALGORITHM COMPUTING VALUE 
FUNCTION BY SIMULATIONS 
4.1 Introduction 
The study of dynamic economies often requires finding solution to 
stochastic infinite-horizon optimization problem with continuous state and action 
spaces. The existing computational methods, typically, either solve for a value 
function satisfying the Bellman equation or compute decision rules satisfying 
first order conditions (Euler equations). In this chapter, we discuss a simple 
algorithm developed by Lilia Maliar and Serguei Maliar, which combines both 
approaches. It parameterizes value function, stimulates time series satisfying first-
order conditions and uses the resulting series to minimize the difference between 
the two sides of the Bellman equation. The algorithm is similar to Marcet's (1988) 
version of the parameterized expectations algorithm (PEA) in that it uses Monte 
Carlo simulation for evaluating the conditional expectations. We argue that the 
algorithm proposed can be a useful alternative to the existing methods in some 
applications. 
4.2 The Problem 
We focus on the class of stochastic infinite-horizon optimization problems 
in which both state and control variables can take a continuum of possible values. 
We assume that the problem has a recxxrsive formulation, so that its solution 
satisfies the Bellman equation: 
V(zt ,ut)=max{r{zt ,U(,xt) + SEt[V(zt+i,Uf+i)]} (4.2.1) 
xt 
Subject to 
^t+l =s{zty"t>xt), (4.2.2) 
n{ut+l = u'\ut = u) for all u',ueUcR"f* , (4.2.3) 
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where (ZQ,UQ) is given; Eti]=^\"t] denotes the conditional expectation; 
de (0,1) is the discount factor; z/, Uf and xt are vectors of n, endogenous 
state variables, «„ exogenous state variables and rtj^ control variables, 
respectively; V is the value function; r is the return function; g is the transition 
equation for a vector of endogenous state variables; and finally, His the 
transitional probability function, associated with a first-order Markov process for 
the vector of exogenous state variables. We assume that r is concave and that g 
is such that the set: 
{izt+iy^t)'^t+l =gi^t>"t'^t)>^t^^"^'"/ ^ ^""} is convex and compact. 
We assume that a solution to the problem (4.2.1) - (4.2.3) exists, and also 
that it is interior and unique. As such, an optimal allocation satisfies the first-order 
condition 
^xt ^xt 3z/+l 
= 0 (4.2.4) 
By the envelope theorem we have 
dVizt,ut) ^dr(zt,ut,xt) ^ dg(zt,ut,xt) ^ 
dzf dz( dzf 
dV{ztJ^.\,Ut^i) 
dzt+\ 
(4.2.5) 
Substituting Ef dV{zt+\,ut^\) 
dzt+l 
from (4.2.4) - (4.2.5), updating the resulting 
condition and combining it with (4.2.4) yields 
dr(zt,ut,Xf)/dx( ^ 
dg(z(,ut,xt)/dxt 
mt 
^zt+\ 9z/+i ^Sizt-{-hut+hXt+\)l^xt-\-\ 
(4.2.6) 
Condition (4.2.6) is the so called Euler equation. 
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There are two general approaches for solving the problem (4.2.1) - (4.2.3). 
One is the value-iterative approach in which the optimal value function is 
computed with the Bellman equation (4.2.1). The other is the Euler equation 
approach, in which the optimal decision rules are calculated from the Euler 
equation (4.2.6) without computing the value fiinction. The method propose here 
contains both the approaches. Specifically, it searches for the optimal decision 
rules satisfying first-order condition (4.2.4) and uses the Bellman equation (4.2.1) 
as a criterion for the accuracy of the solution. The formal description of the 
method is provided in the following section. 
4.3 The Algorithm 
We approximate the true value function V(z,u) by a parametric fiinction 
jri2,u;jT),/JeR''. 
Our objective is to find a vector of coefficients fi such that W{z,u;P ) is the 
best approximation to V{z,u) given the functional form chosen, i.e. 
fi* = 3Xgmm\W{z,u;fi)-V{z,u)\\. 
We solve for fi by using Monte Carlo simulations. 
Stepl. For an initial iteration/= 0, fixj3=:fi(0)e R^. Fix initial conditions ZQ 
and«o; draw and fix for all simulations a random series {«/}^_i by using (4.2.3). 
Replace ^^^'[^^^^t+\) -^ (^ 2.4) by the approximation ^^(^/+1>"^-H'^) and 
solve (4.2.2) and (4.2.4) with respect to z/+i andx^. We assume that a solution to 
(4.2.2), (4.2.4) exist and that it is unique. 
Step 2. Given fie R^, recursively cd\c\x\dXQ{zt^i{fi),ut+\,xt{P)}J=i • 
Step 3. Construct the variable {wfiPm-, i such that 
wt ^r(ztifi),ut,xt m+SE[W(zt+i(fi),ut+i. fi)\ «^] 
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and run as nonlinear least-square regression of this variable on explanatory 
function }V(zti/3),Ut;4) to estimate the vector of parameters ^. Callresuh G(fi) 
Gi^) = a.Tgmm\\M;t-Wizt(nut;^)\\ • 
Step 4. Compute the vector ^(i +1) for the next iteration 
where // e (0,1) is the updating parameter. 
Iterate on Steps 2 - 4 until fi* =G{fi ) for all/. 
The simulation procedure underlying this algorithm is similar to the one 
used in a version of the PEA, developed by Marcet (1988). The difference is that 
under Marcet's PEA, simulations are employed for computing the equilibrium law 
of motion of the conditional expectation in the Euler equation (4.2.6), whereas in 
this method, simulations are used to solve for value function. 
Unfortimately this method does not necessarily guarantee finding a 
solution. This drawback, however, is common to all nimierical algorithms 
iterating on first-order conditions. The failure might occur if the approximation 
happens to be far away from the true solution. The simulated series then become 
highly non-stationary, so that the regression delivers meaningless results. To rale 
out explosive (implosive) strategies we restrict the endogenous state variables 
within a certain range z^+j e [z,z] for all/. This range is chosen so that the 
restriction can bind the simulated series on initial iterations when the solution is 
imprecise; however, it becomes completely irrelevant when the solution is refined. 
4.4 Numerical Example 
Consider a version of the two-sector neoclassical growth model with four 
types of exogenous shocks, two to technology in two different sectors, one to 
preferences and one to the depreciation rate: 
oo 
max ^ 0 I<y^<93,/ln(c/) (4.4.1) 
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s.t ct + kt+i + ht+l = a-04,td)(kt + ht) + ei,tkf + 02,th^ (4.4.2) 
where ct^kt and ht are consumption and capital stocks in the two sectors, 
respectively; a 6 (0,1); the process for a shock i6{l,2,...,4}is an AR(1), 
^0i,t+l = Pi^0i,t + ei,t+l wi* £i,t+l-^(^'<yhy'^4,t'' ^^ *® shock to tfie 
4 
depreciation rate, d, such that ^4^^rfe (0,1) ; and iko,ho,\0i,Oi^_i) is given. 
Thus there are two endogenous state variables, kt and/i^, and four 
exogenous state variables {0i^  t },_i • 
We approximate the value function by 
va„/„.{^,-,r}f,l).=W(jfc„/,,,{^/,,}f^^;^)= (4.4.3) 
+ P121° ^U'^ht + ^ 13 \ad2,t^ ht + Pu ^ 0^,t^ht + P\s ^ d/^j^hf 
with p = ({yff,}!^ _ ) . Since there are two endogenous state variables, (4.2.4) 
leads to two intertemporal conditions 
03, 
ct 
-=SEt 
dWikt+hht+h{0i,t+l)i^l)\fi 
^kt+l 
(4.4.4) 
kt+l -ip2 + P%Pl^0\,t + P9p2^02,t-^ P\Qp2^03,t + PWPA^^^O 
OZ, 
Ct 
- = 5Et 
^yf{kt^.\,ht+i,{0ut+\)i=yP) 
^ht+i 
(4.4.5) 
«r+l 
By combining (4.4.2), (4.4.4) and (4.4.5), we get 
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C( = 
(1 - 04,td)(Mt + ht) + e\,tk?+ 9xthf 
^ ^  (^>g2 + ^ 3 + (/^ 8 + A2)/^l'°^,< + (^9+>^ls)/°2^^2,f + 0glO+>gl4)/'3 '^^ 3,< + (^l\^h^Pii)^B^,i) 
^,t 
Given ct > (4-4.4) and (4.4.5) identify kt-\-\ ^^^ht+\» respectively. 
As an initial guess, we choose P that matches the non-stochastic steady 
state 
\-d dcss 
Where "ss" denotes steady state values, and e is a small number (we 
take€=10~^). Here we use the fact that h^^ — k^^. 
To simulate the model we set: 
a = Q3^,S = Q.95,d = 0.02,/?/ =/?= 0.95,crg ,^- =cT^ e{0.005,0.05}, 
/=1,2,....4. 
The updating parameter is set at//=0.5, and kf and h^ are restricted to lie 
in the interval [ k^g /5,5k^s] • The convergence criterion is that the precision in 
the coefficient vector is less than 10~ . 
As a comparison we also apply the algorithm for solving the one-sector 
neoclassical model where there are shocks only to technology. Table 1 provides 
the simulation results under three values of simulation length, T e {1000, 5000, 
10000}. Observe that the expense for the two-sector model is about three times as 
high as that for the one-sector model. The increase in the computational time is 
the result of having eleven additional parameters in the regression. Given that 
there are two state variables in the one-sector model, and that there are six state 
variables in the two-sector model, the proportional three time increase in the 
computational expense seems to be modest. 
Table 1. Computational time for the one and two-sector neoclassical models. 
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One-
sector 
model, 
time sec 
Two-
sector 
model, 
time, sec 
T=1000 
<7e= 0.005 0-6= 0.05 
124 61 
351 186 
T=5000 
fTg= 0.005 o-g= 0.05 
383 304 
1581 977 
T=10000 
0-6= 0.005 a-g = 0.05 
760 653 
2025 1704 
4.5 Comparison with the Other Models 
With a large number of state variables, this algorithm can be a cheap 
alternative to the traditional grid based dynamic programming methods in the 
situation where value function can be accurately approximated by low degree 
polynomials. 
In application with several endogenous state variables, this algorithm also 
has an important advantage over Marcet's (1988) version of the PEA. 
Specifically, the PEA needs to parameterize and approximate as many conditional 
expectations as there are endogenous state variables in the model. For instance, 
applying the PEA to the two-sector growth model would require parametrizing 
two conditional expectations by two different functions and computing twice the 
amount of polynomial coefficients than we did. Three endogenous state variables 
would imply three regressions to run and would triple the number of the 
coefficients, etc. The need to simultaneously iterate on more than one decision 
function can not only increase the computational expense, but can also compUcate 
the practical implication of the PEA and lead to problem of non-convergence. 
This does not happen with our method, in which, independently of the number of 
endogenous state variables, there is always just one value function to be 
approximated. 
This method may also be preferable to the conventional PEA in 
applications where value function enters the Euler equation. This can occur in 
models with endogenous business cycle, e.g., Andolfatto and MacDonald (1998), 
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and Freeman, Hong and Peled (1999). The PEA operates on die Euler equation 
widiout calculating value function. Hence, if die PEA is applied to such a model, 
it would be necessary to approximate value function on each PEA's iteration 
somehow. In conttast, with this method, the approximate value function is always 
known. 
4.6 Discussion 
Just as different versions of the PEA exist in the literature (see Christiano 
and Fisher, 2(XX)), one can consider different variants of this method. For 
example, instead of Monte Carlo simulations, it is possible to seek a solution on a 
grid and use quadrature integration; the updating can be replaced by a gradient 
descendent method; under appropriate collocation of grid points, a nonlinear least-
square regression can be substituted by a linear one. Such modifications may 
increase the method's speed and/or accuracy in some applications. 
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CHAPTER-5 
A STOCHASTIC PROGRAMING MODEL 
5.1 Introduction 
One of the difficulties which occur in the application of mathematical 
programming is that the coefficients in the formulation are not constants but 
fluctuating or imcertain values. This problem has been studied and developed by 
many authors such as Chames and Cooper (1959, 1962 and 1958), Dantzig 
(1955), Ferguson and Dantzig (1956), Madansky (1960) and Galliher (1959. In 
particular, Chames, Cooper, and Symonds first introduced a concept of 
probabilistic constraints (or "chance constraints," to use their terms) for dealing 
with the uncertain conditions, Chames and Cooper (1959), assuming independent 
normal distributions for the uncertain quantities, Chames and Cooper (1962) 
derived nonlinear conditions that are equivalent to the probabilistic constraints. 
This model has the following purposes: 
(1) To introduce a new objective function which is suitable for stochastic 
programming, utilizing Chames and Cooper's model. 
(2) To apply this model to a transportation type problem, defined later, and obtain 
a computational procedure for it. 
Let us consider the following problem. Supposex=(xi,X2, x„) and 
P = iPhP2' Pn) t)e n-vector, b = (bi,b2, •*m)an w-vector and 
A = (ay)be an mxn matrix. 
Furthermore, let the components of these vectors and matrix be random 
variables. Then we define the basic formulation of our stochastic programming 
problem as follows: 
Problem 1. 
Max/ (5.1.1) 
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Subject to 
Prob {px<f) = a (5.1.2) 
and 
?TohCZaijxj<bi)>j3 (5.1.3) 
J 
xj>0 i = l,2,...,m;j = l,2,...,n (5.1.4) 
Where p' is the transposed vector of p and a and fij are prescribed 
probabilities and have the following meanings: 
Under uncertainty, the inequalities 
Zaijxj<bi («=1.2. Ml) (5.1.5) 
J 
are not always satisfied by a fixed x. Instead of using (5.1.5), we restrict the 
th 
domain of x in such a way that the probability of thej condition of (5.1.5) 
being satisfied is greater than yfl/, (which we sometimes call a control level). 
This probabilistic condition was first introduced by Chames, Cooper and 
Symonds (1958). It seems, however, that little attention has been given to the 
objective fimction. It should be noted that the expected value of profit is not 
always considered a good measure for the optimality criterion. Even though a 
policy X dominates other policies in the expectation of the profit, it may be more 
risky in that the chance of getting a very low profit may be greater than for other 
policies because of the dispersion of its distribution. For this reason, we maximize 
the lower allowable limit / defined by (5.1.2), a special form of (5.1.3) for a 
given probability a , instead of the expected value of the profit. 
5.2. Transportation type Problem 
In this section, we consider a case in which the b^'s and pj's in the 
problem 1 are random variables, but the ajj's are constant. Transportation and 
production horizon problems are belong to above category. If customer demand 
and commodity price are random, we call this a Transportation Type Problem. 
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(a) Assumption and Formulation. 
ASSUMPTION 1: The random variable fc,- has a normal distribution with mean 
— 2 
bi and vanance cri,. 
The probability in (5.1.3) can then be transformed by simple subtraction and 
division as follows: 
r 
Prob (J^aijXj <fc,)=Profc 
J 
hzK>l 
j:aijXj<bi^ 
^bi <^bi 
(5.2.1) 
From assumption 1, the left hand side of the argument is found to be a 
normalized random variable with zero mean and unit variance. Hence the 
probabilistic condition, 
Prob (X aijXj <bi)> fii, is replaced by 
J 
'TaijXj<b, 
i 
S-^  
^ Pi (5.2.2) 
or 
ZaijXj <bi 
<^bi 
<G-hPi), (5.2.3) 
where G{x) = ^ j^e-y ''^dy. (5.2.4) 
Usually we take;fl'> 0.5; then G ^(;ffj)<0,and wepu tG ^{fii) = -qi. (5.2.5) 
However, y^ - > 0.5 is not a necessary condition in this case. We shall 
discuss this matter further in section 4. 
Let us define mean values pj and a dispersion matrix V 
such that 
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Pj=E(pj) , 
nj = E{pi - Pi )(pj - Pj), 
(5.2.6) 
(5.2.7) 
V = (v,;,-). 
Then the variance of X P . Xj is computed as follows 
J 
War 
( \ 
HPjXj 
\J J 
\2 
=E i:ipj-pj)xj = ZEipi -PiXpj - Pj)xiXj 
= ILvijXiXj 
hi 
=x'Vx. (5.2.8) 
ASSUMPTION 2: The vector phas a multinomial distribution with a mean 
value vector p = {p\,P2 Pn) ^°d a dispersion matrixV. 
It is then that p'x has a normal distribution with mean p'x and variance x'Vx 
Hence 
Prob (p'x < f) = Pr 4 4 ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 = l i ^ " (5.2.9) 
where /(jc) = - = | f ^ e 2 dy 
Then we have for (5.1.2) 
, 4ocvx = a. 
(5.2.10) 
or 
f = p'x^I ^{a)47Vx (5.2.11) 
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Since ^x'Vx is a convex functions, if «<0.5 or / ^(flr)<0, (5.2.11) will be 
concave. 
So we assume the following: 
ASSUMPTIONS: «<0 .5 . 
Finally we have a maximization problem for the stochastic program: 
Problem 5.1 
M a x / / = p ' x + 9V?V^, (5.2.12) 
Subject to 
Ax<b 
x>0 
(5.2.13) 
where 
h =bi~qi(ybi^ 
r-1- qi=-G-^{Pi). and q = -I ^(flr)>0, 
Before proceeding, let us define a linear programming problem and state 
an assumption. 
Problem 5.0: 
Max p' X 
Subject to 
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Ax<b 
b >0, 
x>0. 
ASSUMPTION 4: Problem 5.0 has a finite optimal solution .VQ • 
(b) Kuhn - Tucker Condition. 
As mentioned before, since the objective ftinction of problem 5.1 is 
concave, and its constraints are linear, then there must exist only one maximum 
(or degenerate maxima) which satisfy the following Kuhn-Tucker (1951) 
Condition: 
Let Fj(x,u) be a Lagrangian function, and x = (xi,X2,—,x„) and 
u = («! ,U2,...,u„) be non-negative vectors. 
7{x,«) = IpjXj -q jlvyXiXj + SUi(b* -2aijXj) 
J V y '• J 
(5.2.14) 
If x = {x\,x2>—->Xfi) and M = (MI ,M2,."3 , "/«) satisfy the following 
conditions: 
dXjj 
qZvyXi 
= Pj 
xu 
IZVyXiXJ 
:-'Luiaij 
^dXjj •bi -Zayxj J 
^ 0 for xj=0 
= 0 for Xj > 0 
f>0 for Ui=0 
I = 0 for Ui > 0 
(5.2.15) 
(5.2.16) 
We can then say that x is an optimal solution of problem 5.1. 
(c) Some Properties of an optimal solution. 
Theorem 1: If Assumption 4 holds, the optimal solution of 5.1 is finite. 
Proof: Suppose that there exist a feasible solution x of problem 5.1 such that 
p'x + qyIx'Vx > P'XQ. 
Then we have 
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P'X>P'XQ 
Since XQ is optimal in problem 5.0, it contradicts the assumption. Hence, for any 
feasible x, 
p'x + qylx'Vx<p'xQ. (5.2.17) 
Theorem 2: If x and u are optimal solutions of the objective function/, the 
optimal value of / is equal to uAx. 
Proof: Multiplying each of the Kuhn- Tucker conditions in (5.2.15) by Xj and 
summing, we have 
x'V X 
p x-q—;= — n Ax = 0 
Again we find 
p'x-q^x'yx=u'Ax. (5.2.18) 
This property is quite similar to that of linear programming, and it will 
give us a checking procedure in numerical computation. 
(d) Subsidiary Quadratic Programming. 
In order to find a method of computation for the nonlinear programming 
problem 5.1 we consider the following quadratic programming problem. 
Problem 5. II: 
Maxfjj =p'x-^-x'Vx, (5.2.19) 
2R 
Subject to 
Ax<b*, 
x>0 , (5.2.20) 
where R is a positive parameter. 
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Because x'Vx is positive semi definite, the objective function is concave, 
and consequently it has only one maximum (or degenerate maxima) for a given 
parameter R. Now we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 3: Suppose an optimal solution x{R) of problem 5.II satisfies the 
condition: 
R = .^x(RyVx(R) . (5.2.21) 
Then x(R) is also an optimal solution for problem 5.1, and vice versa. 
Proof: Let us write down the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for problem 5.II to be 
satisfied by jc(i?). The Lagrangian function is 
P'll(x,u) = 'ZpjXj -j-TvyXiXj +Zui(bi -Tayxj) (5.2.22) 
'BF„^ 
xdXjL, ^ R i •' i ^ =0 forxj>0, 
^ • ' '' X,U <- •' 
(5.2.23) 
(dFjj ^ * , {>0 for Ui = 0 
-JL\ =bi -Y.a^Xj \ . ' . (5.2.24) 
l o " / )s, i [=0 forui>0, 
Suppose x(R) satisfies (5.2.21); the pair of conditions (5.2.15), (5.2.16) 
and (5.2.23), (5.2.24) are completely equivalent. Therefore jc(/?) is also a solution 
of problem 5.1. Conversely, for any optimal solution x of problem 5.1, if we put R 
such that 
R = 4^n, X also satisfies (5.2.23) and (5.2.24), because (5.2.15) and 
(5.2.16) apparently have the same structure. 
According to Wolfe (1959) and Beale (1959), since any concave quadratic 
programming problem can be transformed into a linear programming problem, 
then our nonlinear, originally stochastic programming problem is to be computed 
in the same way. 
Let us note some properties of the function 
riR) = ^xiRyVxiR) . 
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For infinite R, problem 5.11 is reduced to problem 5.0 which has a finite optimal 
solution JCQ , so we have 
Um r(R) = ^XQ VXQ 
R-^oo 
Theorem 4: The function r(R) is monotone non-decreasing in R and has a finite 
limit. 
Proof: The later part has been proved above. Suppose x,y to be optimal solutions 
of problem 5.11 for R^ and Ry respectively, we have the following inequalities: 
p X — X Vx> p V — V V y , 
"^ 2Rx "^  -^  2R^ 
p V — - — V V y> px—-—X V x . 
2Ry IRy 
Adding both sides of these equations and rearranging them, we get, 
{Rx - Ry) {xVx - yVy) > 0 . (5.2.25) 
Then if Rx>Ry, it follows thatJc'Vjc > y'V y, inunediately. Since a 
square root function is monotone increasing, r(R) is found to be monotone non-
decreasing. 
Since the inequaUty of each condition of (5.2.24) is held by sufficiently 
small J: .•'5' , all ufs becomes zero. Hence, we have, for a small/?, 
xj=-tj (7 = 1,2, n), (5.2.26) 
where t j is an independent value of i?. Multiplying each condition of (5.2.23) 
byJcj, and summing them up, we have 
PjXj=-^I.VijXiXj. 
J ij 
Hence, 
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fTTTp \R —,^ R fZZT 
r = ^xVx =J—p X = — Jp t (5.2.27) 
Theorem 5: If the following condition is satisfied \iyq,p, and t for a sufficiently 
small R: 
dR q^ 
(5.2.28) 
There exists one (or degenerate) non-zero solution in problem 5.1. 
Proof: The quantity r{R) converges to a constant value when R goes to infinity. 
Therefore if i? < r{R) for a small R, the curve r(R) will intersect with the line 
r = R at a point or on a line segment. Furthermore, since the objective function 
/ / is concave, the curve r(R) does not have two or more separate intersections 
with the liner = R. (See figure 3 on Page No. 69). 
(e) Numerical Example. 
In order to figure out the nature of the solution of the nonlinear 
programming problem 5.1, let us consider a simple example: 
Pi =10 
^2=12 
9 = 1.645 for a = 0.05, 
^=2.323 for or = 0.01 
vii=10, vi2= 7 
V2i = 7 , V22 =20 
ail = 2 , ai2 =1 . 6; =3 
(5.2.29) 
We then have the following nonlinear programming problem: 
Max fi{xi,X2)=l0xi + 12A:2 -q^jlOx^+I4xix2 +20x | , (5.2.30) 
Subject to 
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2xi+JC2<3 , x i > 0 , X2>0 (5.2.31) 
As the subsidiary quadratic programming problem, we have 
Max///(xi,X2) =10x1 + 12^2 —^{\Qxf +14xiX2 +20x|) , (5.2.32) 
Subject to 
2x1 + X2 < 3 » XI > 0 , X2 > 0. 
First of all, let us compute the centre of the ellipse, / / / = constant: 
dFij_ 
dFu_ 
dx2 
=0 
=0 
,10x1+7x2=10— , 
,7x1+20x2=12— , 
9 
(5.2.33) 
Solving these, we have; 
, 116i? 
XI 151 q ^2 
50 R 
151 q 
(5.2.34) 
For a small/?, thesexi, X2 satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker conditions, as is stated 
in Subsection 5.2. (d). When R increases, the center moves from the origin to the 
boundary of the domain and hits the point P (Figure 2, Page No. 68), where we 
have 
XI =1.234 , X2 =0.532, —=1.6064 
1 
r(R)=5.4S4 
[2.6425 R = -3.7316 
for a =0.05 
for a =0.01 
(5.2.35) 
After reaching P, the optimal point changes the direction of movement 
toward the point Q and arrives at it. Now between P and Q, we find the optimal 
solution (a contact point of the ellipse with the line segment PQ) as the 
intersection of the following lines: 
dFjT dFrr dFjT dxo ^ , ^^ , R 
- ^ = — ^ + - ^ - ^ = 0 : 4x1+33x2=14- , 
axi dxi dxi dxi q (5.2.36) 
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and 
2x1 +X2=^ 
Solving these, we have 
. 99 
At the point Q, 
•^ 1 =0 . X2--
r(/?)=V20x9 
14 R 
' 62q ' 
=3.0, 
=13.416 
h=-
q 14 
[11.633 
[16.427 
12 28/? 
62 62 q' 
for or=0.05 
for flf = 0.01 
(5.2.37) 
(5.2.38) 
If /? is greater than these values, the optimal solution remains at the same point, 
which is nothing but the solution of the problem 5.0. The curves of r(/?)for 
a=0.05 and a=0.01are illustrated in Figure 3 (Page No. 69). Fora=0.05, the 
curve r(/?) intersects the line r=/f after reaching Q. Hence, the linear 
programming solution Jcj =0, Jc2 =3 is optimal for problem 5.1. 
Fora=0.01, however, there exists a solution between P and Q. Solving the 
following Quadratic equation for/? : 
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R^ = 10;Cj2+14JciJC2+20x| (5.2.39) 
where xi ,X2 are given by (5.2.37), we havei? = 7.274. 
The final solution of problem 5.1, (5.2.30) and (5.2.31) for a=0.05 and 
a=0.01 are 
a=0.05, jci=0 , JC2 = 3 , «i =4.6434 r=i? =13.416 1 
q = l.645,p'x=36, f(xi,X2) =13.931, M ' ^ = 4.6434x3 = 13.930 J 
(5.2.40) 
a=O.Ol jci =0.8897 , X2=1.2206, MI =2.2150 r=/? =7.274 1 
g=2.323 , ^Jc=23.544, /(xi,JC2) = 6.646, M ' ^ = 2.215x3 = 6.645j 
(5.2.41) 
The same results are obtained by direct computation of the value of the objective 
function along the line PQ in Figure 2. 
Although this example is a special and imrealistic one, we can observe 
several interesting facts. Since the profit of the activity JC2 ,12, is greater than that 
of xi,10, for a lower control limit level, «=0.05, we should only use the 
activity ^ 2. However, for a higher control level, a=0.01, we have to be cautious 
in choosing only X2 because its variance of profit, V22, is comparatively large. 
The results of our computation tell us not to use X2 only, but to take jcj and X2 
together, because X2 is more risky than jcj. 
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5.3. Outline of Computational Procedures 
In the previous section, we presented a graphical method for a simple 
example. A large scale problem, however, requires some other computational 
procedures which are suitable for a computer. Two candidates will be considered. 
One is iteration and another is interpolation. 
They have the following schemes: 
(a) Iteration. 
Step 1: Start by solving the linear progranmiing problem 5.0, obtain an initial 
value ofR , let RQ (where R is store in it) 
Step 2: Using thisR, solve the problem 5.11. If r=-Jx'Vx =R , x(R)is an 
optimal solution of problem 5.1, and proceed to step 3.1fr<R, store the computed 
ria R and iterate step 2. 
Step 3: In order to check the degeneracy of the solution, we should test if for a 
small decrement ofR, AR an intersection still appears on the ]mer=R. If it is 
degenerate, repeat Step 3 from the beginning. Now if there is no degenerate 
solution, stop the computation. If we cannot obtain an intersection for a 
sufficiently small/?, we have a trivial solutionJc = 0. 
(b) Interpolation. 
Step 1: Compute the linear programming problem 5.0, and obtain/?o Solving 
Problem 5.n for RQ, getr(i?o)- If/?o=K^O). that is all. If r(/?o)<^0 replace 
Rh^y RQ and rji hyr(RQ), where /?;, and rfi are the coordinates of the point 
Hin figure 4 (Page No. 71). Suppose (5.28) in theorem 5 is satisfied, obtain a 
point for a small R. Let /?/ and rj be the coordinates of the point L. 
Step 2: Compute the intersection M of the line segment LH with the liner=/?. 
Let Rffi be the abscissa of M and solve problem 5.11 for Rf^i and obtain r. If 
r<Rffi, replace R^ by Rf^ and tji byr. I f / ?^<r , store Rfn in /?/ and rin/7. 
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Repeat Step 2 from the beginning. Jf r=Rm , check for degeneracy by the same 
procedure as in (a). When there is no further degeneracy, stop the computation. 
In both the cases, we use Wolfe's quadratic progranmiing method, which 
is essentially for linear programming, as a subroutine. 
5.4. Discussion 
We proposed a stochastic programming model and gave a fundamental 
procedure to solve it. As is shown numerically in Section 5.e, stochastic 
programming does not only choose an activity for its high expectation of profit, 
but also takes into account the risk of the activity. 
Although it is difficult to state the effect of a change of parameters on the 
optimal policy, in detail, we find some properties from our experience by hand 
computation and inspection. For a low control level (large a ), linear programming 
gives us the same result as stochastic programming, but as the level grows there 
appears to be a difference between them. Moreover, at too high, a level of control 
(too small a , too large q), a trivial solution x = 0 would be attained. This is 
reasonable, however, because too severe a restriction would make any activity 
impossible. The interaction effect between activities is another interesting thing to 
study, although it does not appear explicitly in the example. 
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Theoretically, a simpler, necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of a nonzero solution is desirable to avoid unnecessary effort in 
computation. A slightly different condition from (5.28) can be obtained as 
follows: differentiating / / with respect toxj, we have 
^ = Pj- <1 , j (5.4.1) 
OXi •' \y.ViiXiXj p' 
Letting Xjbe sufficiently small, we consider a point (0, 0,...., xj , 0... 0) where 
dxj 
Inserting the value of coordinates of the point into (5.4.1), we find 
If (5.4.2) is satisfied by at least one j , we are sure that the origin is not optimal. 
Because the mean and standard deviation ratio would be more than 2.323 
( o = 0.01) in a practical case (otherwise the assumption of a normal distribution 
would fail as a matter of fact), (5.4.2) would be useful, although it seems to be 
slightly stronger than (5.2.28). 
We have only discussed the maximization problem so far, but almost the 
same procedure can be applied to a minimization problem. Instead of (5.1.1), 
(5.1.2), and (5.1.3), we use the following expression: 
Min/ (5.4.3) 
Subject to 
Prob(c'A:>/) = a (5.4.4) 
and 
^oHY.aijXj>bi)>Pi^ 
J \ (5.4.5) 
x>0 
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These can be easily proved to be equivalent to the following: 
Min f=c'x+q^x'Vx (5.4.6) 
Subject to 
'LaijXj=bi+qiabi 
J 
x>0 
(5.4.7) 
Where c and V are the mean and the variance of c, defined similarly to (5.2.6) 
and (5.2.7). 
It is to be noticed that the objective function is just negative of the 
maximization problem, and the right-hand side of the constraint has a positive 
sign followed by ^,<TA. instead of negative. 
Finally, we give brief attention to a more general stochastic programming 
problem in which the components of the matrix .4, thea,y'5, are not constants but 
random variables. In this case the probabilistic condition, 
Prob (Z fly xy £6,-)>/?,-, 
J 
is also transformed into an inequality, assuming a multinormal distribution of 
ay and bj and yS/ > 0.5. 
(bi -ZaijXj) - qi jcTh. 2+22Vijxj + IVykXjXk ^ 0, 
J V J Jk 
where 
qi=I \fii) , aij = Eiaij), 
vy =E(bi -bf Xay -ay ) , vyk =E(ay -ay Xaik -Ofk ) • 
We find that the square root function in the above inequality is still 
convex: the quadratic function under the square root can be expressed in the same 
form as ZvyX/x / by introducing a dummy variable for bj, which can be replaced 
ij 
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by unity after finishing the proof without loss of validity. Hence a global 
maximum (or degenerate maxima) still coincides with a local maximum (or 
degenerate maxima). At this moment, the most promising method for solving this 
kind of nonlinear programming problem is assumed to be the gradient method 
Arrow et. al (1958) or cutting plane method, Kelley (1960). 
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